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THE VIOLENT POSSIBILITY:
THE TENTH CAVALRY AT TEXARKANA
3
1
by Garna L. Christian
On a wintry afternoon in 1899 an animated group of East Texans
crowded the Texarkana station platform and eagerly pushed toward the
troop trains waiting to transport the Tenth Cavalry to garrisons across
the state. From a distance the scene might have appeared a festive
reunion or a farewell celebration. It was neither. The civilians angrily
denounced the escape from arrest, with the aid of fellow enlisted men,
of a member of the regiment that was returning triumphantly from the
Spanish-American War. And from the train windows gleamed the bar-
rels of government-issued rifles, mutely poised at the vocal throng.
Already in motion was the chain of events that would ignite civilian-
black military outbursts of violence in Texas communities at the turn
of the century and foreshadow the nationwide urban riots of later
decades.'
Recent acts of heroism in Cuba had garnered the Negro units
governmental citations, public attention, and a curious mixture of
admiration and suspicion, but that heralded tour of duty merely cli-
maxed decades of litHe-noted danger and drudgery on the western
frontier. While blacks had served in every American war since national
independence, Congress delayed the formation of regular army organi-
zations open to them until after the Civil War. Between 1866 and 1869
four black regiments were created, the Ninth and Tenth Cavalry and
the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Infantry.'
Each unit served some time in Texas over the next fifteen years,
then moved on to more remote areas of the West with the completion
of the railroads and the final defeat of the Plains Indians. The duty
included the laborious tasks of constructing and repairing roads, tele-
graph lines, and their own forts, while protecting railroads and often
uncaring or antagonistic civilians from all manner of lawless elements. ~
The black soldiers received little gratitude from the citizenry for
these efforts. Indeed, p~rt of the decision to station them in the sparsely
populated West stemmed from their rejection by Eastern communities,
both North and South. Until 1898 only one company of black troops
was garrisoned at a post east of the Mississippi. Accordingly, "the
Buffalo Soldiers," as the Indians dubbed them, served the nation in
outbacks of Kansas, Oklahoma, Wyoming, Montana, and West and
South Texas.'
Conditions of service ranged from barely tolerable to horrendous.
Rations, equipment, and shelter usually failed to mateh even the meager
Garno L. Christian teaches at the University of Houston, Downtown Campus.
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standards accorded white soldiers. White officers, commanding blacks
thought to be unfit to provide their own leadership, took pride in repu-
tations as strict disciplinarians. Yet the limited opportunities for
advancement, together with even bleaker possibilities in civilian life,
contributed to a lower desertion rate among black troops than for their
white counterparts. $
Racial prejudice often denied blacks the traditional military safety
valve of carousal during offduty hours in tolerant garrison towns. While
the sight of fighting, stumbling white soldiers seldom drew excessive
disapprobation from prospering merchants and secure citizens, raucous
conduct on the part of Negroes reinforced negative racial stereotypes.
When the political and business leaders of a town recognized the
advantages of garrisoning troops near them, a spirit of cooperation
between the civilians and military establishments acted to reduce the
inevitable racial tensions. Otherwise, careless comments by community
spokesmen or hostile press reporting signaled invitations to bored or
vengeance-seeking sheepherders, cowboys, and even peace officers to
victimize the black soldiers.'
Occasionally a particularly odious action on the part of civilians
stirred the military to action. In 1881 Tenth Cavalry troops from Fort
Concho shot up neighboring San Angelo, without casualties, after a
string of racial incidents culminated in the murder of a comrade. In its
fury the attack grimly predicted the "retaliatory violence" of the twen-
tieth century, but the assault stood virtually alone, failing to spark the
"contagion phenomenon" of later years. More typical was the tragedy
at Fort McKavett, Texas, in 1870. There, without incident, a jury freed
a white man who had killed three black soldiers, two of whom acted
under orders to apprehend him.'
Racial clashes, as opposed to white harassment and violence,
intensified with the Spanish-American War, partly because of black
resistance. All four black regiments, and several Negro volunteer units,
served with distinction in the brief war of 1898. Heroism at El Caney,
Las Guasimas, San Juan Hill, and elsewhere brought paudits from the
government and much of the white press and public. Newly confident
of his worth and potential, the black Spanish-American War veteran,
like his counterparts of the twentieth century, expected the democratic
rhetoric of the war to translate into constitutional guarantees for black
Americans. 8
The rising expectations of the servicemen collided with the intensi-
fication of a national trend toward further segregation and discrimina-
tion. Racial ideologies, the strains of industrialization and immigration,
and political threats to white supremacy converged with emasculating
court decisions to push the Negro farther into the lower reaches of
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society. While the complexity of the far ranging forces obscured their
full impact and direction, perceptive blacks and whites recognized the
immediate signs of decline in the former's fragile status.'
The black soldier suffered relatively less than most members of
his race. As a representative of the national government, usually serving
hundreds or thousands of miles from home, he enjoyed a measure of
immunity from local and familial pressures. His uniform, military bear-
ing, and record of achievement cast him inexorably as a role model for
the Negro community. While many whites felt uncomfortable with any
challenge to the existing racial order, some, particularly in the traditional
South, perceived the black soldier as a distinct threat to their way of
life and resolved to humble him. '"
With the Spanish forces in disarray, black regiments were ordered
to West and South Texas after an absence of almost two decades. Con-
trary to the experience of the 1870s, violence erupted at a number of
sites following the appearance of the troops. Members of the Twenty-
fifth Infantry assaulted a peace officer at Laredo in October, 1899,
following complaints of police brutality, and they killed a lawman at
EI Paso in February, 1900, while attempting to release a comrade from
custody. Ninth Cavalry troopers turned a Gatling gun on Rio Grande
City in November, 1899, to cOunter a suspected civilian onslaught on
Fort Ringgold. These relatively obscure incidents preceded the widely
publicized Brownsville Raid of August, 1906, in which unidentified
soldiers of the Twenty-fifth Infantry allegedly invaded the South Texas
town, killing one civilian and wounding another. In turn sixteen Hous-
tonians lost their lives eleven years later when armed members of the
Twenty-fourth Infantry sought revenge on the police."
The return of the Tcnth Cavalry to Texas in early 1899 offers an
insight into the accumulative effects of racial tension and the selective
perception of participants and onlookers. When twenty rail cars
delivered the regiment from Huntsville, Alabama, to Texarkana, Texas,
on January 31, local whites and black soldiers had not encountered
each other in years. Yet neither group came unencumbered to the
other. Whites sought to block any encroachments on East Texas mores.
The soldiers carried with them recent psychologicol scars from Alabama
and Mississippi."
Huntsville had proven an unwelcome community for the Tenth
Cavalry, not only from the standpoint of the white citizenry but also
from an unexpected military source, the provost guard. Several troopers
celebrated their arrival in October, 1898, by seeking out the restricted
zone, an area reserved for the pleasure of white customers only. An
altercation ensued and the military police arrested one of the sojourners.
At that point armed comrades of the apprehended man interfered, and
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in a confusing exchange of fire, they mortally wounded two guards.
Three of the soldiers sustained wounds, while the others disappeared
into the crowd. In a military investigation, witnesses failed to identify
the fugities."
Although the tragedy involved only a few men of the Tenth
Cavalry, animosity between the regiment and the white Sixteenth Infan-
try guards continued. Captain S. L. Woodward accused the latter of
singling out members of his unit for weapons searches at a circus per-
formance in Huntsville. "There need be no fear l" the officer assured
a superior, "that the Tenth Cavalry will behave more disorderly or
require more watching than other organizations ... [or] appear in the
streets ... mounted, drunk, falling from horses, and vomiting over
themselves as was the case yesterday ... with men or another
regiment. ,n •
Controversy and peril had dogged the black regiment into Texas.
As the troops passed through Meridian, Mississippi, from Huntsville,
Alabama, on January 30, 1899, unknown assailants fired upon the
trains. Lieutenant H. B. Dixon, commanding one of the sections,
reported that a dozen bullets smashed windows and doors of a coach,
miraculously striking no one. The darkness of night, accentuated by
rain and the motion of the cars, concealed the culprits. While Dixon
believed the shooting deliberate, railroad employees suspected "reckless
men [acting] for no other reason than mere sport.""
Such was the preamble to the unit's brief but stormy passage
through Texarkana. Ironically, the incident duplicated almost identically
the clash at Huntsville, though with civil authorities and no fatalities.
Unidentified Tenth Cavalrymen utilized a rest stop to patronize the
Belmont House in the red light district. A frightened, partially clothed
resident managed to escape the intruders and rushed to the courthouse
to relate the occurrence in emotional terms. A peace officer, accom-
panied by several local officials, overtook a soldier proceeding from
the site of the disturbance to the depot. As Constable J. F. Rochelle
attempted to arrest the man, a group of cavalrymen crowded around
the pair, jostling the prisoner free. The soldier concealed himself on
a crowded train while a number of his regimental fellows intimidated
the officials and townspeople by pointing rifles from the coaches'
windows."
At the request of civil authorities, military officers delayed the
departure of the trains for several hours in order to effect a search.
Although several witnesses had promised to identify the wanted man
and his rescuers, a prolonged inspection proved fruitless. When the
locomotives finally steamed out of the station, the relatively minor
incident had not yet run its course, however. Still to come were prevoca-
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tive news reports, stmined exchanges between state and military admin-
istrators, and an accumulation of mutual ill-feeling that would burden
civilian-military relations even before the troops reached their assigned
garrisons at San Antonio and along the Mexican border."
Newspapers across the state carried the report, datelined Little
Rock, below such compelling headlines as "The Tenth Cavalry Made
a Rough House Out of Texarkana" and "Drunken Soldiers at Texar-
kana." "Whcn they arrived here they were a drunken mob," asserted
the writer, "and an effort was made by them to tear up the town." After
sketching the main points of the story, the unnamed reported stated
that at the point of the soldiers' arrest, "Every car window held a
drunken negro [sic] with a cocked rifle " Irate Texarkanans, equipped
with dynamite, surrounded the trains, " ready to send the entire horde
to destruction." The scribe concluded that"... every negro would have
been dynamited out of existence ... " had not cooler heads prevailed."
Although some embellishments of the facts faded under closer
scrutiny, enough of the story remained to attract the intervention of
Governor Joseph D. Saycrs, a Confederate veteran just beginning his
term of office. The interest of the state's chief executive stemmed from
a communication dispatched by Horace W. Vaughan, county attorney.
As he divulged to the press the contents of his letter, Vaughan denied
that there had been any threat of dynamite."
In other particulars the local official negated the tone of the origi-
nal news release. He delayed four days before informing Sayers of the
situation, though he admonished himself mildly for not having acted
sooner. Vaughan acknowledged that the soldiers had attracted "no
particular attention" during the hour-and-a-half which they passed in
the town before the disturbance and cited no abuse of alcohol on their
part. ~o
The county attorney, nevertheless, corroborated the essential ele-
ments of the news story. He stated that he had been present in the
courthouse with Constable Rochelle, Justice of the Peace P. G. Henry,
and Deputy Sheriff L. C. Lynch when the distraught prostitute burst in.
He confirmed the reported chase, the foiled arrest, and the display of
weapons by members of the regiment. Fortunately, "a tall yellow
officer" positioned himself between the armed soldiers and the gathering
crowd, ordering the troops to hold their fire. "While this was transpir-
ing," attested Vaughan, "the soldiers were guilty of conduct that almost
precipitated a riot here. They used language that was calculated to fire
up the blood of any white man on earth and were very insulting in their
conduct." The local official requested of Sayers"... to demand of the
proper authority in the proper way, an investigation ..." that would
facilitate prosecution by the state. II
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The communication stirred the Governor to action. He assured
Vaughan, "I will do everything within my power to carry out what you
desire ..." and fired off identical telegrams to Secretary of War Russell
A. Alger and United States Senators Roger Q. Mills and Horace Chilton
of Texas.
Soldiers of the Tenth U.S. Cavalry in passing through Texar-
kana acted in a most outrageous manner violating the law,
insulting citizens and putting their lives in jeopardy. Please
see President at once and obtain from him an order directing
a trustworthy officer to proceed immediately to Texarkana
and inquire into the matter, first conferring with Honorable
Horace W. Vaughan [sic] ... Please answer."
Meanwhile, the press exposed differences of opinion between some
military officers and civil authorities, tending to place the latter in a
better light. A statement by Captain Guy Carleton of the Tenth Cavalry
denying the reported outburst drew the derisive comment of being
"... regarded as a huge bluff by the people of Texarkana." The item
stated that Representative J. L. Sheppard of East Texas had placed the
matter before Secretary of War Alger, while repeating accusations of
Negro drunkenness and lack of cooperation by army officers."
The news release revived other emotional, if questionable, issues.
The discredited dynamite episode resurfaced, with townspeople pur-
portedly purchasing ninety pounds of explosives from local hardware
stores to protect themselves from rampaging blacks. Expanding on the
theme of Negro destruction, the writer alleged "Every railroad station
from Little Rock to Texarkana shows signs of the soldiers' depredations.
The sign board on every depot designating the colored waiting rooms
was demolished." Interestingly, in this offhand and accusative reference
to firing from trains, the press came as close as it ever would to report-
ing the shooting incidents of which the military complained at Meridian
and, subsequently, near Houston,2t
Happily, an encounter at Houston between a reporter and an army
officer ended on a more amicable note, despite early misgivings on the
part of the interviewee. On the day following the Texarkana incident,
a contingent of the Tenth Cavalry that had bypassed the East Texas
town and had drawn fire at Meridian stopped in Houston en route to
Fort Clark. When a reporter posed a question to Colonel T. A. Baldwin
on the destination of the troops, the agitated officer turned him back
with the reply: "I have absolutely nothing to say. You would print
whatever you wished, any statement of mine to the contrary notwith-
standing." On reflection Baldwin attributed his bad humor to the
reporting of the Texarkana controversy rather than any action of the
local newspaper. An accompanying junior officer voiced the sentiments
of his superior and, doubtless, other army officers who had commanded
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black troops. "They fought like tigers before Santiago," exclaimed the
lieutenant, who had suffered a stomach wound in the campaign, "and
I cannot bring myself to believe that they could commit such acts of
lawlessness as have been ascribed to them. m 5
The journalist displayed more sympathy for the black soldiers than
was the case with many of his colleagues. "The men were given their
liberty all during the time they were here [approximately three hours],"
he stated, "and it can be said to their credit that they conducted them-
selves in a manner which elicited nothing but commendation from those
who saw them." Extolling their war record, the writer described the
troops as "a fine, lusty looking set of fellows" and accepted an invitation
from Colonel Baldwin to visit the headquarters at Fort Clark."
The optimistic mood established at Houston dissipated in the
adjoining countryside before a hail of bullets as the troop movement
resumed in the evening. When the train bearing Troops C and D
steamed passed Harlem, shots rang out from the darkness. In what
must have seemed a recurring nightmare, Lieutenant Dixon heard
reports from a .44 or .45 caliber single action pistol at ten o'clock,
while most of the men slept in dimly lit or darkened coaches. "A badly
executed volley" of both rifle and pistol shots quickly followed from
both sides of the track, striking the cars in front of him and breaking
glass in a dozen windows. Some of the soldiers returned fire, the crack
of their .30 caliber carbines "plainly distinguishable" from the sounds
of the other weapons. After ordering his command to cease fire, Dixon
discovered no serious injuries but treated a number of cuts and scratches
about the face and hands. It appeared to Dixon that only the reclining
position of the soldiers, asleep in their berths at the time of attack,
prevented tragic casualties."
Although the attack occurred only a few miles from Houston, it
went unnoted in the local press except for a terse item and an angry
letter to the editor. An entry datelined Richmond, Texas, described
"outrageous conduct" on the part of soldiers whose alleged target prac-
tice from trains left "houses all along the line filled with bullets." Under
the heading, "Bad Conduct of Negro Soldiers," a resident of Harlem
complained of troops firing "indiscriminately in every direction" from
their coaches on the night of the attack. The writer protested that shells
struck several houses, narrowly averting mortalities, and ended on a
sardonic note: "If such conduct can't be stopped, as I live very near
the railroad, I would thank anybody who would let me know that they
are coming, so we can escape with OUf lives, and will leave them our
house and furniture and consider ourselves lucky.''''
Unknown to the general public, apprised only of accusations
against the soldiers, the military filed complaints of its own. Upon
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receipt of Lieutenant Dixon's report, Colonel Baldwin forwarded the
account to the adjutant general at Washington with the comment: "I
would respectfully state that I make this report to show how the colored
troops have been treated while changing station and request that some
steps be taken to enable them to pass through country which they are
sworn to protect without danger from hidden assassins." Secretary of
War Alger dispatched copies to the governors of Texas and Mississippi
and requested the United States Attorney General "... to ferret out
the perpetrators of these outrages and to prevent their reoccurrence.''''
The exchange between Washington and Austin officials conformed
to diplomatic correctness, masking any sentiments that may have
accompanied the communications. Secretary Alger begged of Govcrnor
Sayers H, .• such consideration and action, with a view to discovering
the parties engaged in the outrage, as may seem to you to meet the
ends of justice." The state executive responded that he had "... taken
the necessary steps to secure a thorough investigation of the affair .. ."
and promised to advise the cabinet officer "fully" of the results"
In compliance with Special Orders No. 36 Captain B. H. Byrne,
Sixth Infantry, drew the assignment to investigate the Texarkana affray.
He departed Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio, on February 9 and
arrived in the East Texas town the following day. There he contacted
county attorney Vaughan for "a detailed account of the alleged mis-
deeds" of the troopers, only to be presented with a duplicate of the
letter which the local official had sent to the Governor. Vaughan insisted
that the communication contained the entire story. Captain Byrne then
asked that Vaughan and Constable Rochelle, also present, produce
participants or eye witnesses. 31
The attendants of thc Belmont House described the abrupt arrival
of six or seven soldiers, prominent among them a tall mulatto and a
short dark man. One woman recalled that the former placed his foot
in the door when she attempted to prevent their entrance and shouted,
"Open that door and open it damned quick you God Damned whores,
bring your white bitches or we will tear the house to pieces." The other
tenants and a black porter corroborated the narrative, the latter dis-
tracting the soldiers sufficiently for one of the prostitutes to escape.
The porter reproved the intruders, "You are in the wrong country to
do any thing like that ...," prompting two of the men to threaten to
"blow [him] ... to hell." The mulatto intervened, according to the
custodian, exclaiming: "He is a colored gentleman like ourselves, don't
hurt him, it is the white sons of bitches we are after.,m
Olher witnesses described the attempted apprehension of the
soldier and his escape, with some confusion on detail. Some disagree-
ment arose on the point of contact between the arresting officer,
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Rochelle, and the wanted man. There was also a lack of consensus on
whether Rochelle had spotted the soldier or was directed to him by an
accusor. Witnesses presented the investigating officer a rather wide
range of numbers of soldiers involved in freeing the fugitive."
Constable Rochelle, unquestionably the most reliable witness,
depicted his role essentially as reported in the press. He stated that
about three in the afternoon on the day in question "... one of the
inmates of Lottie Stewart's house of ill fame came running to the Justice
of the Peace office very much excited, asking for an officer [and] saying
that there was a crowd of Negroes in her house tearing it up." Rochelle,
Vaughan, and Lynch, the deputy sheriff, rushed to the site and saw
the men proceeding toward Union Station. The constable overtook
"a tall yellow Negro" and placed him under arrest, only to lose the
prisoner to " about forty or fifty [soldiers] each with a gun."
Immediately, " about two hundred Negroes some of them loading
their guns ..." poured out of the coaches, prompting the three civil
officials to seek shelter, though an army sergeant commanded the troops
not to fire. "We had no chance against these men," judged Rochelle.
UThey could have cleaned the town out. lUI
From the standpoint of the inquiry, all roads from Lottie Stewart's
house reached a dead end. Although a number of witnesses had believed
themselves capable of identifying the wanted soldiers, none was able
to do so during the lengthy inspeetion following the incident. Nor eould
bystanders sought out by Captain Byrne clarify the confusion. Indeed,
the civil officials at Texarkana doubted that any additional useful infor-
mation could be gleaned from the populace. Still undetermined was
the company or companies to which the disorderly men belonged and
the units to which they escaped."
The inspeeting officer hoped that an internal military investigation
might yet disclose the wanted information. The testimony suggested
that the second section of three troop trains carried the disruptive
soldiers. Accordingly, Captain Byrne shifted the focus of his inquiry
to the command of the Tenth Cavalry. He soon discovered a striking
contrast to the civilians' statements in the level of emotion and certiw
tude. 3G
On the essential matters of identification and responsibility, the
officers commanding the troop movement contributed negligibly. Major
J. L. Fowler, in charge of the second section, learned of the incident
only after noticing a crowd gathering on the platform. He disciplined
a train guard who apparently had been drinking, although the soldier
comported himself well and employed courtesy and restraint to the
angry townspeople. The major quoted the civil authorities as satisfied
with the military cooperation and doubted that members of his command
had participated in the misdeed. J1
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The regimental commander, Colonel S. M. Whitside, also ack-
nowledged no first hand knowledge of the matter. Traveling aboard
the third section, he noted "nothing to attrace attention" at his arrival
and took lunch at the depot dining room. While the colonel ate, "the
sheriff," probably Constable Rochelle, entered the restaurant and
approached the table. The peace officer appeared so little agitated that
he insisted upon waiting for Whitside to complete the meal before telling
him of the disturbance. The colonel immediately appointed Captain
L. P. Hunt to assist the civil officers in a search of the trains. The
regimental commander saw no evidence of intoxication on the part of
any soldier during the entire journey from Alabama."
Captain Hunt, who assisted in the search, first learned of the
trouble by asking somc soldiers the cause of a gathering crowd. They
replied that " ... two citizens had disarmed a soldier and ... some of
the latter had resisted and threatened to shoot." He accompanied
Vaughan through the coaches on two separate occasions, the second
time with a witness who had claimed that he could recognize "the yellow
man." Although Hunt requircd each soldier to directly facc the front,
the wanted man remained at bay. "
Captain Charles G. Ayers, leader of the first section, discounted
the surmise of some officials that the fugitive fled on an early dcparting
train. Like the other officers, he denied direct knowledge of the incident
that prompted the delay and search and asserted that no mention of
trouble arose until the other sections arrived at the depot. "Men under
my orders and control have yet in my career to makc a disturbance as
is herein described," Ayers attested, not commenting on the possibility
that a soldier from another section had stolen away in his train's
departure. '"
There the matter lay. A subsequent army report concluded: "From
the tone of the accompanying endorsements it would seem that no spe-
cial effort has becn made to ascertain the identity of the men who made
the visit to the house of ill fame and who were responsible for the
consequent conditions although such inquiry may have been made."
Indeed, the tenor of each officer's response seemed primarily designed
to release that commander and his unit from any share of culpability.
No such frank appraisal accompanied the unrecorded efforts of the
governors of Mississippi and Texas to locate the attackers of the troop
train at Meridian and Harlem. Given the circumstances, one may doubt
that the undertaking manifested much zeal."
Curiously, the relationship between Texas Governor Sayers and
the Tenth Cavalry thawed momentarily as the investigations floundered.
Fear of a smallpox epidemic movcd Sayers, at the behest of the state
health officer, to dispatch Texas Rangers to Laredo in order to vaccinate
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an unwilling Hispanic population. When an irate mob defied the fabled
lawmen, the Governor called upon the assistance of the black garrison
at Fort McIntosh to pacify the populace and thwart the spread of the
feared disease:!
Within a few months, however, the conditions reverted to their
ominous beginnings. Racial clashes at Rio Grande City and Laredo
raised a public outcry, echoed by Sayers, for the withdrawal of the Tenth
Cavalry from Texan soil."
By the measurements of later civilian-military clashes, the incidents
at Texarkana and Harlem pale in comparison. Although both sides
brandished arms, and in the latter instance one group resorted to their
use, no serious physical injuries and only limited property destruction
resulted. The spectacle of a half-dozen enlisted mcn scurrying from
depot to bawdy house during a rest stop hardly merited mention, nor
the attempt by a hunted soldier, with the aid of friends, to avoid arrest.
Neither was the practice of firing at trains "for sport" as unusual as
rail employees would have liked. The racial factor turned obnoxious,
if recurring, actions into potentially devastating events. The sharply
etched memory of a white mob demanding a black soldier and the
recollection of armed Negro troops leveling rifles at civilians, whether
or not in self-defense, overpowered subsequent gestures at comity
between garrisons and communities. In that stark moment at the Texar-
kana depot, the approaching violence at Rio Grande City, Laredo, EI
Paso, Brownsville, and Houston became possible.
After the incident at Texarkana army and state governmental
reports on military-civilian clashes in Texas would no longer enjoy the
luxury of indifferent inquiry.
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THE ORDEAL OF WILLIAM H. COWDIN AND THE
OFFICERS OF THE FORTY-SECOND MASSACHUSETTS
REGIMENT: UNION PRISONERS IN TEXAS
by Gary Wilson
DUring lhe Civil War the North and South did not fight many
significant battles in Texas, and few individuals recorded their war
experiences. As a result, memoirs written by Union soldiers in Texas
are unique and valuable. Even more rare are diaries kept by Union
prisoners in Texas. During the course of the conflict the Confederate
government incarcerated over 6,000 Union prisoners in the Lone Star
slate. One Federal officer, captured at the Battle of Galveston and
believed to be Lieutenant William H. Cowdin, recorded his experiences
in a diary for the year 1863.'
Cowdin was born in Massachusetts in 1839. Not much is known
of his early life until the Civil War. Cowdin joined the Union army in
1862 and received his commission as a lieutenant in the Forty-Second
Massachusetts Regiment. Colonel Isaac S. Burrell commanded the unit,
and he issued orders for his men to move into a camp of instruction at
Readville, Massachusetts, in August, 1862. The Forty-Second Massa-
chusetts did not reach full strength until November 11. Shortly after-
wards Burrell received orders to Join Major General Nathaniel P.
Banks's expedition in Louisiana, and the regiment departed Readville
on November 21 for New York.'
Cowdin left New York with his unit for New Orleans on board
the Saxon. This transport carried companies 0, G, and I of the Forty-
Second Massachusetts and on December 18, 1863 landed near the
Crescent City. General Banks instructed Burrell to proceed with his
companies to Galveston. They departed New Orleans on December 22
and arrived at the Island City on Christmas Eve. The men immediately
assumed defensive positions on Kuhn's Wharf, now Pier Nineteen. The
Union soldiers removed large portions of the wharf plankings which
impeded land approaches to their position. They also constructed two
lines of barricades on the wharf. In the daytime the Union soldiers
controlled the city, but they had to withdraw to the wharf at night.
Until the remainder of his regiment arrived, Burrell assumed a defensive
position. 3
Major General John Bankhead Magruder, Confederate commander
of Texas, had arrived approximately one month earlier than did the
Forty-Second Massachusetts. He immediately began devising a plan
to liberate Galveston from Federal control. Magruder commissioned
Captain Leon Smith to coordinate the naval fleet which consisted of the
Gary Wilson is Coordinator of Library Services at Galveston College.
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river steamers Bayou City and Neptune. The Union naval force at
Galveston was comprised of the Harriet Lane, the Westfield, the
Owasco, the Clifton, the Sachem, two armed transports, two large barks,
and a schooner. 4
Early in the morning of January I, 1863 Magruder's land forces
launched an assault on Kuhn's Wharf, but they were initially unsuc-
cessful. Just as Magruder was about to order the withdrawal of his
forces, however, the Bayou City and the Neptune arrived and engaged
the Harriet Lane. The Confederates seized the Union vessel after a
fierce struggle. This action resulted in a strategic advantage for the
Confederates, especially over Burrell's Forty-Second Massachusetts.
The Union force asked for and received a three-hour truce. During this
period Magruder demanded the surrender of the Federal army on the
wharf. Burrell had no choice but to capitulate.'
Prior to the battle Cowdin had been charged with protecting the
regimental colors. When the attack began at 4:00 a.m., Cowdin ordered
the first platoon to assume its position behind a barricade on the wharf.
Burrell instructed all the men to lay down when the barrage began.
Early in the attack Cowdin received a canister shot in his back. When
the regiment surrendered the Confederates seized the unit's colors
because no one assumed the responsibility of protecting them.'
Cowdin's wound was so severe that he remained hospitalized for
almost three weeks. While he recuperated in Galveston, the Confederates
transported their prisoners by rail to Houston. A large crowd waited
approximately two hours in the rain to view the incarcerated men. When
the prisoners arrived, the Confederates formed them into a line and
marched them down Main Street. Some of the men, such as Burrell,
hung their heads and appeared somber, while others seemed light-
hearted. The southerners quartered the enlisted men in a cotton ware-
house near Buffalo Bayou and housed the officers in Kennedy's Building
at the comer of Travis and Congress Streets.'
Cowdin soon left Galveston and joined the imprisoned Union
officers in Houston. The Confederates frequently permitted the officers
to visit the enlisted men. Cowdin learned in these visits that the enlisted
prisoners received the same rations as the Confederate soldiers which
consisted of rice, corn meal, dried and fresh beef, sugar, corn coffee,
and small amounts of salt. The officers received a similar supply of
food, except an irregular ration of flour.'
Not all the northern prisoners fared as well. There were two black
troops, Amos and Revaleon, captured with the Massachusetts regiment,
as well as a small undetermined number of blacks who had served on
the Harriet Lane. The Confederates sold Amos and Revaleon as slaves
for five hundred dollars each. The blacks of the Harriet Lane served
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as convicts at the state penitentiary in Huntsville. Their treatment was
harsh, and the Confederates did not release them until the conclusion
of the war.'
During the early period of the conflict, both governments promoted
the exchange of prisoners. Most men who had been imprisoned seldom
remained incarcerated for a long period of time. The prisoners in Hous-
ton heard rumors of a cartel soon after their capture. These rumors
became a reality for all the enlisted men and some of the officers. On
January 22, after less than one month of imprisonment, the Confeder-
ates paroled most of the prisoners in Houston. General Magruder first
told the men he would send them to Vicksburg, Mississippi; however,
because of the threat of disease, he decided to order them to Beaumont,
Texas. The men traveled by rail to that town and later marched to
Louisiana where the Confederates released them,"
The day the men departed for Beaumont, Cowdin, along with the
remaining officers, learned that the Confederates claimed a major victory
at Sabine Pass." Three days later nine Union officers and approxi-
mately 100 enlisted men arrived in Houston as prisoners. The officers
and enlisted men belonged to the Morning Light and Velocity, two
Federal vessels at the battle. The southerners initially permitted the
officers unguarded access to the city, but within a short time the Con-
federates only allowed two guarded Union officers to leave the ware-
house at a time. 1 ~
Boredom was an aspect of everyday life that the prisoners experi-
enced. In order to diversify their daily routine, the Union men would
sing songs, play cards, participate in gymnastic exercises, drill with
wooden swords, play baseball, make clothes, read the Houston Tele-
graph, and engage in other activities. Prison life remained mundane
until April 29, when General Magruder ordered the commissioned
officers to be transferred to the state penitentiary in Huntsville,"
Magruder concluded that a smaller force of Confederates would
be needed to guard the prisoners at the state institution than in buildings
at Houston. He complained that he had a limited number of men with
which to defend Texas. He surmised that at Huntsville a small guard,
armed only with pistols and lances, could adequately confine the Union
officers. After the transfer of the prisoners he wrote J. S. Besser, finan-
cial officer of the prison, that Federal authorities had imprisoned Con-
federates in penitentiaries in the northern states,"
On the morning of April 29 at detachment of Confederate cavalry
escorted the nineteen prisoners to the Texas Central Depot. The train
departed Houston about 10:20 a.m. and stopped for lunch some twenty-
five miles distant at a hotel in Cypress City. Later in the afternoon the
men arrived in Navasota, a town approximately forty-five miles from
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Huntsville. They spent the night at the Morning Star Hotel. Cowdin
noted in his diary that each man paid two dollars for dinner and retired
to an eighteen square foot room, where they spent the night."
After meeting with Sam Houston the next morning, Cowdin and
the other prisoners departed Navasota at 6:20 a.m. That day the men
traveled thirty-one miles in four wagons and spent the night at a Mr.
Sandals's house. The party arrived at Huntsville the following day at
noon and many of the citizens turned out to view the northern captives.
When the men went inside the state penitentiary, the superintendent,
Colonel Thomas Carothers, informed them that they would be confined
to separate cells."
This news greatly upset the men. Dr. Arial Cummings, a non-
combatnat, drew up a petition which the prisoners signed. The surgeon,
along with Frank Veazie, also a non-combatant and the officers' cook,
took the petition to Houston. The petition, however, did not result in
the immediate release of the men. Instead, the Confederates forced the
prisoners into their individual five foot by eight foot cells. Cowdin
commented, "We are now in cells looking through bars. This is what
I call a splendid May day.''''
The next nine mornings the guards in the penitentiary released
the convicts for work, while the Union prisoners mingled in the prison
yard. When the convicts returned for lunch, the guards once again
locked up the officers. The northern men returned to the yard when
the convicts had finished their lunch. The guards also seized their
watches, pipes, and other personal belongings. The guards did permit
the men to attend church, and Superintendent Carothers visited the
nineteen men on more than one occasion. Other visitors included Sam
Houston and his family."
Gradually the living conditions began to improve for the officers.
Acting on his own authority, Carothers obtained enough lumber to
have several cots constructed for the men. He then transferred the
prisoners of war from their small individual cells to a large upper story
room. Five days later, on May 14, three more prisoners who had served
on the Morning Light and Velocity joined the other men."
During the day the prisoners wrote and received letters, plus enter-
tained visitors. Based on letters received and comments from visitors,
as well as newspaper articles, rumors began to circulate that the two
sides had agreed upon a prisoner of war exchange, but these rumors
proved false. Actually, a controversy had emerged between Texas state
and Confederate officials over the right of the southerners to confine
Union prisoners in the penitentiary. By June, 1863, Superintendent
Carothers decided to transfer the men at Huntsville to Camp Groce, a
new prisoner of war camp two miles east of Hempstead, Texas. 2u
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Camp Groce was the first permanent Confederate military prison
west of the Mississippi River. The camp was near a stream, Clear
Creek, and consisted of several long, wooden barracks. The Houston
and Texas Central Railroad ran approximately three hundred yards
from the camp. The first Union prisoners at Camp Groce consisted of
about 110 men, and they arrived on June 13 from Houston."
Eleven days later Lieutenant Cowdin and his fellow captives
learned from General Magruder that they would be departing Huntsville
for Camp Groce. On June 27 all the Union officers, except Colonel
Burrell, who was sick with rheumatism, and Captain Sherive, left the
prison. The men loaded their belongings in three wagons, but they had
to pay ten dollars per person for the use of the wagons. They traveled
twelve miles the first day and spent the night in an old school building.
The second day the party made twenty-one miles, even after having
trouble with one of the wagons. On June 30 the men arrived at Nava-
sota, and they departed that town by railroad for Camp Groce the
following day."
When the men of the Forty-Second Massachusetts entered the
compound, the IOtal number of prisoners was approximately twenty-
nine officers, seventeen soldiers, and eighty-six seamen. The prison
population slowly increased in the summer when the Confederates sent
a small number of officers captured in Louisiana to Camp Groce.
Cowdin wrote that there were seven officers, as well as seven civilians.'"
The sudden influx of these men into Camp Groce, coupled with
a muggy climate, produced unhealthy conditions. There were two deep
wells, but the water was not good in either. The barracks were also
poorly constructed and did not provide complete shelter from rain
storms and cold winds. The Confederates, at first, housed officers and
enlisted men together in the barracks. In September, Colonel Burrell,
who had recently arrived from Huntsville, and three of the highest rank-
ing officers, moved to an area separate from the main body of
prisoners.H
Although Camp Groce was overcrowded, the Confederates imple-
mented some changes which slightly improved the prisoners' living con-
ditions. One of these improvements involved a change in command.
Since the prisoners of the Forty-Second Massachusetts had arrived at
the camp, they had been guarded by a Captain Buster and his company
of men. Buster, even though a pleasant man, proved too indifferent
towards the treatment of the prisoners. Buster's second in command,
a Lieutenant Morgan, treated the prisoners harshly. Consequently, the
Confederates largely disregarded the needs of their captives. Cowdin
noted, however, that on September 18 a new guard of Texas militia
replaced Buster and his men. Lieutenant Colonel John Sayles and Major
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James S. Barnes commanded the battalion."
Sayles and Barnes proved more compassionate than Buster and
Morgan. The new commanders authorized all prisoners to have bathing
privileges in a nearby stream, to purchase extra supplies, and to exercise
outside the compound. The new commanders also instructed the
prisoners to build more cabins, chop wood, cook rations, build stools
and tables, and to make other improvements within the camp. By keep-
ing them occupied, the morale of the northerners rose. One prisoner
commented, "Those labors which the rebels have imposed on our men
.. . have been, I think, the prisoner's greatest blessings.1m
The improved living conditions of the prisoners, however, did not
last into the month of October. In September a major event in the war
in Texas occurred which affected Cowdin and his fellow prisoners. On
September 4 a Federal expedition of 5,000 men left New Orleans
destined for Sabine Pass, Texas. The fleet consisted of eighteen trans-
ports and four gunboats. Fort Griffen, the only fortification at Sabine
Pass, was the initial objective of the force. On September 8 the Union
fleet attempted to sail up the Sabine River, but Lieutenant Richard
Dowling, commander of the fort, along with forty-two men, captured
two gunboats, Clifton and Sachem, thirteen guns, and approximately
350 prisoners."
Cowdin recorded that 220 of the prisoners arrived at Camp Groce
on September 14. These inclUded only enlisted men of the Clifton and
Sachem, plus the enlisted marines and soldiers of the 75th New York.
The naval and army officers did not arrive at the camp until October 5.
Many of the wounded men had arrived five days before the officers.
The sudden influx of men into Camp Groce forced the Confederates
to strengthen their security. On October 28 Barnes ordered his men
to construct a stockade which encircled the camp. The height of the
walls prevented the prisoners from escaping over the top."
With thc prospects of escape diminished, thc prisoners of the Forty-
Second Massachusetts increasingly hoped that the Federal government
would bc able to exchange them with Confederate prisoners. Rumors
of such a prisoner cartel had begun to flourish soon after the unit's
capture at Galveston. Cowdin frequently noted in his diary that he had
read newspaper reports in which both sides regularly exchanged pris-
oners in other geographic regions of the conflict. The Confederates
insisted that they had repeatedly tried to arrange a prisoner exchange,
but that the Unitcd States government had refused to negotiate."
Many of the prisoners believed their captors and became anxious
after several months of imprisonment. In June, 1863, John Roberts,
one of the captured officers at Camp Groce, wrote Lieutenant Colonel
Richard Irwin, Assistant Adjutant General in the Department of the
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Gulf, and informed him that many of the prisoners believed that their
government had forgotten them." Eventually, even Colonel Burrell
wrote a letter in an attempt to emphasize the plight of his men. On
November 10, 1863, he wrote Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War,
and told him that previous letters had been sent to Major General
Nathaniel Banks and Rear Admiral David Farragut. The colonel stated
that he had never received a reply. Burrell additionally wrote that two
officers under his command had died, plus several others were sick. 11
Before Stanton could respond to Burrell's letter, S. S. Anderson,
Asdstant Adjutant General of the Confederate Trans-Mississippi De-
partment, instructed General Magruder to parole all enlisted prisoners
at the earliest possible moment. Anderson also ordered Magruder to
send the officers of the Harriet Lane to Shreveport, Louisiana, the site
where the Confederates were to parole the enlisted men. Magruder
instructed Major Waldemar Hyllested to parole the men. The com-
mander of the district of Texas first ordered these prisoners to Tyler,
Texas, and from there they were to march to Shreveport."
Cowdin wrote in bis diary that on November 16 Major Barnes
informed the prisoners at Camp Groce of the impending arrangements.
Two days later the major ordered all the Union officers, except those of
the Harriet Lane, to reduce their personal belongings to what they could
carry. Cowdin and the other officers of the Forty-Second Massachusetts
suspected that they too would soon be paroled. The officers of the
Harriet Lane departed Camp Groce on November 20, the same day
the enlisted men signed their parole papers. Cowdin and the other
officers, plus the enlisted men, remained at the camp."
On December 7 the officers of the Forty-Second Massachusetts
moved in with the officers of the Clifton and Sachem and prepared for
the march to Camp Ford in Tyler, Texas. Two days later the enlisted
prisoners left Camp Groce."
The officers of the Forty-Second Massachusetts, the Clifton, and
the Sachem drew fifteen days rations on December I0, and the following
day the Confederates awakened the thirty-five prisoners before 5:00
a.m. to begin the march to Camp Ford. The officer in charge was a
Captain Davis. The trek started at 8:30 a.m. and continued until early
in the afternoon. The prisoners, being weak from almost a year in
captivity, could only march approximately fourteen miles. Cowdin noted
that he collapsed twice during the day and had to be carried in one
of the wagons. ~5
The following day, December 12, the prisoners marched about
fifteen miles and camped near Anderson, Texas. Some of the prisoners
continued to have difficulty walking through the black and sandy soil
and had to ride in wagons. The party made sixteen miles the next day
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and halted twenty-one miles from Huntsville.
The routine continued as the men passed through Huntsville, aver-
aging about sixteen miles per day. They reached the Trinity River on
December 16, but it took them an hour to cross because rains had
swollen the river to 700 feet in width, After crossing the river, the men
pressed on toward Crockett, Texas. The party arrived at the Neches
River on December 21, and the next day they reached Tyler, arriving at
Camp Ford at 2:00 p.m."
Camp Ford, located approximately four miles northeast of Tyler,
was established in 1862 as a conscript training camp. The Confederates
converted the site into a prisoner of war camp on July 30, 1863, when
the Walter P. Lane Rangers arrived with forty-eight northern captives,
The Confederates only incarcerated a small number of men until
November, 1863, when they sent 461 prisoners to Camp Ford who had
been captured at Stirling Plantation, Louisiana. During the same month
local citizens and Confederate soldiers constructed a stockade around
the compound. Most of these prisoners did not remain at Camp Ford
through the end of November. Only sixty-five prisoners were at the
prison when Cowdin and his fellow officers arrived on December 22."
Cowdin described the compound as "a barren looking camp" and
as "the most miserable hole we have been in," The day of his arrival,
Cowdin pitched his tent because there were not enough log cabins to
accommodate all the men, The following day the prisoners built a cook
house and received meal, sugar, salt, and rye for rations, By Christmas
the men had completed construction on a cabin. They laid the floor
and finished the bunks shortly afterwards. These modest improvements
did not, however, result in higher morale for the prisoners.'"
The number of prisoners remained small until the spring of 1864
when the Confederates sent over 3,600 captives to Camp Ford. Most
of these men had been captured at the battles of Mansfield and Pleasant
Hill, Louisiana. Additional prisoners arrived at the compound through
the first week of July when the camp reached its population peak of
approximately 4,800 officers and men.
Almost immediately after the Confederates sent 180 prisoners to
the camp on July 6, 1864, both sides conducted an exchange, Cowdin,
along with the remaining officers of the Forty-Second Massachusetts
Regiment, departed Camp Ford on July 9. They travelled to New
Orleans and arrived at midnight on July 23, They stayed there until
July 31, receiving two months pay to cover their immediate needs, The
unit departed for New York on the steamer Matanzas and arrived in
seven days. On August 9 they returned to Boston. All of the men
were in fair health except Cowdin, who suffered from chronic diarrhea,
and Lieutenant Brown P. Stowell."
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Cowdin and the other men received their discharge in Boston on
the date of their arrivai in that city. Cowdin remained in Boston after
the war, but the after effects of the wound he had sustained during the
Battle of Gaiveston, aloug with his sickness, plagued him throughout
the remainder of his life. He died on August 2, 1895 in Boston at the
age of fifty-six."
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TEXAS AND THE BONUS EXPEDITIONARY ARMY
by Donald W . Whisenhunt
By 1932 the United States was in the midst of the most severe
economic depression in its history. For several years, but especially
since the Stock Market Crash of 1929, conditions had been getting
worse by the month. By the summer of 1932 the situation was so bad
that many plans to end the depression were put forward by various
groups.
Texas suffered from the Great Depression just as much as the rest
of the country.' Rising uuemployment, a decline in foreign commerce,
and the reduction of farm prices combined to make life a struggle during
the 1930s. When plans, no matter how bizarre, were offered as solu-
tions, many Texans joined the movements. One of the most interesting
and one that gathered much support was the veterans bonus issue.
Throughout American history the military veteran has been of
social, economic, and political importance. At the end of the First
World War a movement began to pay the veteran a "bonus" for his
military service that would make his wartime income comparable to
that of the civilian worker during the war. After much debate, a bill
was passed in 1924 to provide "adjusted compensation' for the veteran
equal to $1.00 per day of domestic service and $1.25 for each day
served overseas. Instead of paying the money immediately, however,
the bill provided for endowment insurance policies to be paid on January
1, 1945, with added interest.
As the depression deepened and pressure mounted, Congress passed
a bill in February 1931, over President Herbert Hoover's veto, allowing
veterans to borrow from the government up to one-half the face value
of the certificates. Shortly thereafter a movement led by Wright Patman
of Texas began to pay the balance of the certificates immediately.'
There was some difference of opinion among the veterans' groups about
the advisability of this proposal. Patman was pleased that his bill had
the support of such organizations as the Veterans of Foreign Wars and
the Disabled American Veterans. After a speech by President Hoover
to its convention, however, the American Legion, the largest veterans'
group, adopted a resolution opposing the bill.'
The adjusted compensation bills fathered by Patman had very con-
troversial and confusing lives. The first bill (H.R. I), introduced on
the first day of the first session of the Seventy-Second Congress, Decem-
ber 8, 1931, provided simply fOr the full payment of the certificates
without any mention of the SOUrce of the money. Later, other bills
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were introduced to provide for the printing of Treasury notes that would
serve the double purpose of expanding the currency and aiding the
veteran...
The arguments in the Congress for and against the proposal were
of some significance. Patman warned the House of Representatives
that the country was facing a grave situation brought on by the depres-
sion. He demanded that Congress aid the veterans as a stop-gap measure
to prevent violence. This would do more, he believed, to restore con-
fidence than all of the efforts of the Hoover administration for the past
two years. Thomas Blanton, a congressman from Abilene, said that
the President's opposition only reflected the Republican policy of aiding
industry and the wealthy and letting the people shift for themselves.
Other proponents of the bill declared that payment would show the
good faith of Congress in dealing with its constituents. It would, like-
wise, bring relief to thousands and perhaps millions of people by putting
more money into circulation. It might, in fact, be the thing required
to bring the nation out of the depression. Opponents, on the other hand,
believed it would not solve the problem, that it would destroy faith in
American currency, and that it would only foster demands by other
groups for federal aid.'
In Texas about the only groups to oppose the bill were the big
city daily newspapers and an occasional business publication. By and
large, however, business stayed out of the controversy. The Galveston
Daily News, one of the most outspoken opponents, believed it to be
merely class legislation designed to aid veterans at the expense of other
segments of the economy. The newspaper also questioned whether the
nation really had any moral obligation to the veteran and if the veteran
himself really wanted the payment. Perhaps, the editor thought, it might
merely be election year politics that motivated it.' Other opponents
declared that the payment of the bonus would do no good. One paper
claimed the bill would hurt the veteran more than it would help him
since the original idea had been to provide aid for his old-age. If the
certificates were redeemed ahead of schedule, he would be left without
any resources at retirement.' Obviously, to this editor, the depression
was not serious enough to merit immediate payment.
Most Texans supported early payment of the bonus. The Texas
State Senate and organized groups from such diverse places as Crowell,
Blum, and Bonham petitioned Congress to pass the bill to alleviate
distressed conditions.' Maury Maverick, a county official from San
Antonio who had made a tour of the state, reported that most of the
transients in Texas, although they knew little about it, had the vague
idea that it might help conditions. Of the few newspapers that supported
the bonus, the Ferguson Forum and the Big Spring News were the most
outspoken.' Most of the individuals who supported the measure believed
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that it and other relief measures were the only things that would offer
true relief and really make a dent in the depression." As the controversy
continued, the sentiment, particularly among the veterans and the poor,
became increasingly class-conscious. Perhaps a letter written to Gov-
ernor Sterling, despite its length and the near-illiteracy of its author,
best represents the trend of public opinion.
I served in the Texas National Guards in the year of (1918)
nineteen hundred and eighteen and I have not received one
penny in payment for the services of same. If you and your
class and Senators and etc. are so interested in helping the
unemployed why the state should pay us boys for this service
which that are about 90 percent of us boys out of work and
about 50 percent as like myself with nothing to eat and no
place to stay. In the year of 1917 and 1918 your class was
hollowing patriotic to your country that us boys was fine boys
during that time but now we are nothing. You and your Sena-
tors and so on says it is hard to get a bill through corporating
money. They can stay in Session all the year drawing from
five dollars to ten dollars a day, they can vote a bill mighty
easy and quick to pay themselves, but you and no other of the
state's representatives are in favor of voting a bill to help us
boys, I am more patriotic now than I ever was because I am
hungry and out of work. But I do not intend to let this
country make a numbskull out of me anymore ... "
As the controversy over the bonus became more serious, a group
of Oregon veterans under the leadership of Walter W. Waters, an unem-
ployed thirty-five year-old veteran, decided to go to Washington to
present their petitions to Congress in person. The movement began
as only an attempt of a few veterans to obtain what they believed was
rightfully theirs. However, as the group moved eastward, living as best
they could, others began to join them and other groups began to leave
from other parts of the country to meet Waters' group in Washington.
By the time the group, known as the Bonus Expeditionary Force,
reached Washington, it appeared to be more a group of unemployed
persons than a group of veterans."
The movement, quite popular among Texans, acquired a sizeable
following. Estimates of Texans marching to Washington ran as high
as three or four thousand. Of a total of over 28,000 men in Washington,
according to Waters, Texas had almost 1300. Texas was eighth in rank
with four percent of the total number." The Texas marchers, like those
from around the country, had some difficulty reaching Washington. At
least in one instance the Cincinnati police ejected about 700 Texans
from a railroad yard where they were trying to get a free ride."
Although there is no way to know for sure, it can be safely assumed
that the bonus marchers came from all sections of Texas.
At the outset, the majority of the Texas press objected to the
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march. Believing that the bonus should be paid, most editors thought
the march would probably hurt the cause more than it would help."
Despite warnings that the march revealed a dangerous state of mind in
the country, the editor of the Austin Statesman believed it was really
encouraging. He said that the very fact that a peaceful movement of
such a large group of people could take place without creating panic in
the rest of the country was a sure sign of the strength of American
democracy. To buttress his argument, he asked what the reaction would
have been if as large a group of German war-veterans had marched on
the German government. 10
After the B.E.F. had been in Washington a short time the pension
bill finally passed the House by a vote of 211 to 176 with all but two
of the Texas delegation voting for it. The bill was defeated in the Senate,
however, perhaps because of the threat of a presidential veto. The two
Texas Senators disagreed; Morris Sheppard supported the bill but Tom
Connally, surprisingly, voted against it. The Galveston Daily News
believed it to be to the Senate's credit that it rejected the bill in the
face of public opinion and in an election year."
When it became apparent that the bill was dead, some of the
veterans began to leave Washington. When the majority refused to
leave, however, Congress proposed several bills to provide funds for
them to return to their homes. Perhaps they would have accepted had
Congress not stipulated that the transportation funds eventually would
be deducted from the money owed to them. Public sentiment, however,
believed that they should have accepted the offer."
As a last resort, President Hoover ordered a contingent of the
United States Army to disperse the remaining veterans. This was done
by burning the shacks and tents where the veterans, many with their
families, lived. The sight of heavily armed soldiers driving out helpless,
starving people aroused mOre sympathy for the veterans and further
tarnished Hoover's image as the Great Humanitarian. U
Texans reacted bitterly to the manner in which the veterans were
ejected from Washington. Even the newspapers that had opposed the
bonus from the beginning believed it a pitiful and sorry spectacle and
declared it the worst mistake that Hoover ever made." Individuals,
also distressed about the situation, informed Franklin Roosevelt that
the event only guaranteed his election to the presidency."
Hoover defended his actions as necessary because the B.E.F. rep-
resented a threat to the government since it had been infiltrated by
communists who were using it as a foundation for a violent revolution.
General Douglas MacArthur, who was in charge of the military forces,
agreed fully with the President. He declared that only a small portion of
the men were actually veterans. The larger number, by far, were crimi-







nals and communists. Waters emphasized, however, that the marchers
presented no radical threat whatever. He had been constantly on the
alert to keep communists out of the B.E.F., a task in which he succeeded
very well." Despite the charges and whatever truth there may have
been to them, the net effect was to destroy most of the President's
remaining prestige without any improvement in the situation of the
veterans. f3
The bonus bill was passed after the election of Franklin Roosevelt.
Interestingly enough, the bonus became a political issue in Houston in
January 1933 when a special election was held to fill the congressional
seat of Daniel E. Garrett who died in office." The hoped-for end to
the depression did not occur, however. Undoubtedly, the suffering of
many veterans, including many Texans, was alleviated somewhat by
the money they received, but the depression continued unabated. The
economic crisis was too complex and too deep to respond to such
simplistic solutions. Even so, the support it received from Texans
revealed the seriousness of the problem and the desperation of many
veterans.
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Impeachment of a public official, especially a nationally recngnized
figure, has not been a common occurrence in American politics. 1 Since
1789 Congress has impeached only thirteen federal officials, and acting
on only twelve cases, the Senate has voted six acquittals, two dismissals,
and only four convictions.
In the first impeachment from 1797 to 1799 the House of Repre-
sentatives charged Tennessee Senator William Blount with influencing
Cherokees to aid the British against Louisiana and Spanish Florida;
the Senate, which had already expelled him eighteen months before,
dismissed the case for lack of jurisdiction. In 1805 in Thomas Jeffer-
son's administration the House charged Supreme Court Justice Samuel
Chase with malfeasance and misfeasance; but he was acquitted. Sixty-
three years later Radical Republicans, waving weak evidence and
trumped-up charges, claimed that Andrew Johnson had committed
"high Crimes and Misdemeanors" by violating the laws of Congress;
he, too, was acquitted. And during the Ulysses S. Grant administration,
the Senate tried Secretary of War William W. Belknap for accepting
bribes, but acquitted him as well.'
On several occasions, however, abortive impeachments have
occurred. These cases, where impeachment resolutions failed in the
House, included John Tyler (1843), Vice President Schuyler Colfax
(1873), Attorney General Harry Daugherty (1923), Herbert Hoover
(1932 and 1933), and Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas
(1970).' In the twentieth century two other investigations into possible
impeachment proceedings have had dramatic effects on the national
government. One, of course, centered on Richard M. Nixon. Actual
criminal activities on his part in the Watergate scandal were never con-
firmed by a Senate trial or by a House vote to impeach. Vet the con-
stitutional process of removal was imminent and was stymied only by
his resignation.
The other case, that of Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W.
Mellon, failed to draw the audience or generate the fear caused by
Watergate, but the investigation dramatized the changing political and
economic atmosphere of 1932. More specifically, this impeachment
attempt dueled two opposing philosophies. At one end of the spectrum
was Mellon, the defendant, who epitomized the Conservative Republi-
canism of the 1920s; at the other end was Congressman Wright Patman
of Texas, the prosecutor, who followed Democratic beliefs of govern-
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mental responsibility for the general welfare. Since the key antagonists
were Mellon and Patman, the entire affair reflected the conflict between
conservative economics and populist-progressive ideas.
Herbert Hoover assumed the Presidency in 1929, three years before
the impeachment attempt. Since helping to formulate economic policy
as Secretary of Commerce during the Warren G. Harding and Calvin
Coolidge administrations, he maintained the prevailing governmental
attitude toward business, banking, farming, and spending. He even
carried over Secretary of the Treasury Mellon, not necessarily for the
ideological continuity but for the Republican following which he
commanded. '
The Hoover Administration continued to direct the nation as its
predecessors had since 1921. But this relatively calm state quickly
changed in October, 1929. With the advent of the Great Crash and
the spiraling depression Hoover encountered bitter conflict and unsatis-
factory solutions. He stubbornly applied principles that were outdated.
Believing in self-reliance and self-respect, he could not balance laissez-
faire and a socialized economy. If federal tinkering handicapped free
enterprise, the government withdrew controls. When the unemployed,
the starving, and the homeless sought aid, he thrust this chore on state
and local authorities which were bankrupt. Under no circumstance
would he approve a "handout" or "dole," believing that to do so
destroyed American independent spirit and ambition or "rugged indivi-
dualism," as he called it. c-
As the leader of the nation, Hoover soon discovered that the appli-
cation of his personal philosophy to government produced problems.
He expeeted deferenee from congressional leaders, who openly refused;
more often than not he received little cooperation from either the House
or Senate. Only on rare occasions did he score significant legislature
victories-the Agricultural Marketing Act in 1929 and the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation Act in 1932. At the same time he would
undo congressional programs by rejecting across-the-board aid pro-
grams, by depending upon "voluntary cooperation," and by hanging onto
the antiquated "'trickle down" theory. And much to the chagrin of
legislators he either would not or could not recognize the severity of
tbe depression.'
Of the many congressmen who criticized the Hoover Administra-
tion and its misguided attitude toward public relief and economic policy,
Wright Patman, a freshman in the House elected in 1928, was particu-
larly vocaL A staunch Democrat, he disliked Hoover and had "no real
use for Republicans." As far as he was concerned, the executive branch
could not cope with national crisis; Congress should, therefore, fill the
vacuum. 7
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Patman was not an irresponsible troublemaker. Always calling
himself the representative of the "common people," he felt he knew
what they needed. A native of rural East Texas, the son of a tenant
farmer, he saw how inflexible credit and tight money hurt agriculture.
Throughout his political career, he worked in the behalf of small busi-
nessmen, laborers, farmers, and veterans and against "big business,"
"greedy banks," and "special interests." In so doing he was at odds
with Mellon, who, Patman believed, worked against the common good
and symbolized the ills of government.'
In 1932 Mellon was seventy-six-years old. Frail in appearance,
thin in physique, with silver hair and cold blue-grey eyes, he possessed
an air of distinction. To many he was the epitome of money, power,
and success. Born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, he grew up in an afflu-
ent environment. After his father, Thomas Mellon, established the
banking house of T. Mellon and Sons in 1869, he joined it as a partner
in 1874 and within six years, upon his father's retirement, became sale
owner. Since Pittsburgh was booming, he used every financial oppor-
tnnity to build Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA), Gulf Oil
Corporation, Union Steel Company, Standard Steel Car Company, and
New York Shipbuilding Company. He even helped organize the Union
Trust Company of Pittsburgh in 1889 and incorporated T. Mellon and
Sons into MeIlon National Bank in 1902, becoming president of both
firms. His reputation as an outstanding financier was fully merited.
By 1910 MeIlon was an important figure in state Republican
politics, contributing heavily to party candidates. Known as a fiscal
conservative who espoused high tariffs, he became Secretary of the
Treasury in the Harding Administration in 1921, then served in the
same Cabinet position under Coolidge and Hoover. A powerful influ-
ence in national affairs, he helped to defeat "bonus" bills and agricul-
tural legislation which, in turn, earned him the hatred of veterans and
farmers. Recognized as one of the nation'8 most prominent economic
leaders and richest men, second only to John D. Rockefeller, he was
highly respected by the financial community. He was also known for
tax reform and tight fiscal policies which reflected his economic belief
in the "trickle down" theory. As a result he was popular with the busi-
ness community, especially after refunding over $2,000,000,000 to some
of the largest corporations in the United States, including several Mellon
companies. Thus by 1932, although misreading the depression-he
believed it to be a temporary setback and urged liquidating labor, stocks,
farmers, and real estate-he was being hailed as the "greatest Secretary
of Treasury since Alexander Hamilton" and the only man "under whom
three Presidents served.m
Despite the reverence with which many viewed his accomplish-
ments and record, Mellon had for a number of years been the subject
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of attack. In 1922 and 1923 several United States senators questioned
the propriety of his appointment, but their efforts proved futile. Again
in 1929, at the suggestion of Senator Kenneth McKellar of Tennessee,
the Senate Committee on Judiciary investigated the eligibility of Mellon
to hold office. The committee could not reach a consensus, even though
Senator George W. Norris of Nebraska and three colleagues wanted to
remove Mellon for what they considered malfeasance in office. A
majority of the members exonerated him, so Mellon remained head of
the Treasury, unscathed by congressional action. '0
In the meantime other issues also spurred opposition to Mellon.
During February, 1930, Norris criticized the monopoly of ALCOA
which was protected by a high tariff. At the same time Senator Thomas
J. Walsh of Montana led a movement to reduce import duties on alumi-
num products. Then, in November, Senator Smith W. Brookhart of
Iowa threatened to bolt the Republican Party and join the Democrats
unless Mellon and Treasury Undersecretary Ogden Mills were removed.
He was furious with them because they opposed farmer and labor relief
measures. Such prominent economists as former president of the
American Economic Association, John H. Gmy, joined in the outcry
charging that Mellon had been responsible for "continuing and extend-
ing the mania" of stock speculation and for the subsequent depression."
Patman was the most caustic of Mellon's critics. He was deter-
mined to remove Mellon from office for violating the laws of the United
States. In speech after speech from 1929 to 1932 he vehemently
denounced Mellon for a long list of alleged abuses. For too many
years Mellon had destroyed "equal opportunity" in the market place.
He also had "violated more laws ... [and had] illegally acquired more
property" than any other person "on earth without fear of punishment."
With President Hoover as his "hireling" he was able to force on the
country Han overdose of Mellonism"-"rnisery, misfortune, and mal-
feasance." Thus he had delivered the American people into the "clutches
of organized agreed." Because of his governmental power and influence
he protected Mellon companies from anti-trust laws. Consequently,
Patman often stated that converting "Clarence Darrow to the cause of
Christianity" would have been easier than enlightening "'Mr. Mellon to
the cause of the plain people.""
Mellon represented a philosophy of economic self-interest which
Patman abhorred. After World War I the Secretary of the Treasury
and 7,000 other men had profited because their companies had had
government contracts and had been generously compensated for losses
caused by the war. Even foreign countries who owed the United States
millions of dollars in reparations, loans, and debts, had received prefer-
ential treatment at "his hand;" yet he had no compassion for needy
Americans, charged Patman. From 1921 to 1932, when over 6,000
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bank failures occurred, Mellon did nothing because, Patman asserted,
Mellon banks were safe. Even worse, he created bUdget deficits so that
spending on public works would have to be cut. In addition, being an
ex-officio member of the Federal Reserve Board and at that time possi-
bly the most influential member, he limited the amount of circulating
money, making dollars dear and interest rates high. Because of this
conservative policy he diminished spending power at a time of depres-
sion when buying and selling should have been increased.
Patman instinctively distrusted bankers. Therefore, he was espe-
cially leary of Mellon. Big, pOwerful bankers were, he was convinced,
unempathetic creatures who cared only about raising interest rates and
seeing debtors squirm. Oftentimes, he echoed the warnings of Thomas
Jefferson that if banks ever controlled the currency then "banks and
corporations ... [would] deprive the people of all property.""
The one issue which widened the chasm between Patman and
Mellon, however, was the "bonus bill" Or adjusted service compensa-
tion." Since 1929 Patman had led the fight to redeem these World
War I certificates immediately because veterans needed the money
during the depression, not in 1945 when they were due. He considered
this payment a legal debt owed by the government to veterans. Conse-
quently, he presented bill after bill from 1929 to 1936 when it finally
became law."
During the Hoover Administration, Mellon was the chief adversary
to Patman and the "bonus." Since 1922 he led Republican opposition
against such payments. During the depression he seemed to prefer
aiding large corporations through billion-dollar tax refunds rather than
supporting war-time heroes. In 1931, while testifying before a Senate
Finance Committee, he admitted to paying off $3 billion of the national
debt prematurely, an act which eventually created a budget deficit. As
a result he was able to prevent "bonus" legislation because, Patman
contended, the money was no longer available. Mellon also claimed
that the $2 billion needed to fund the adjusted service certificates would
"hurt business by choking the bond market and the public debt opera-
tions." Ironically, he then requested congressional authority to float
$8 billion in bonds to retire the public debt but not the "bonus" debt.
Although many veterans needed funds because of the depression, he
defended his point by saying that the payments would only be "a tempo-
rary aid" and would not "constitute a real benefit" to anyone. If by
chance a hearing was held on the "'bonus," he sent Under Secretary
Mills, "his mouthpiece," as Patman called him, to present the opposing
arguments. So no matter where or when adjusted compensation was
discussed, "the invisible hand of MelIonism was present." If not writing
letters against aid to veterans, he was helping Hoover compose "bonus"
veto messages. He even had his "stooges" at American Legion conven-
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tions to prevent debate on the subject. Since such machinations were
typical of Mellon, Patman frequently recommended that with "Capone
out of the way, it would be a good idea to go after Andrew Mellon.""
Thus, the inevitable happened. "On my own responsibility," Pat-
man announced to the House on January 6, 1932, "1 impeach Andrew
William Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury of the United States for
high crimes and misdemeanors." Without hesitating for a moment, he
charged that Mellon had violated parts of Section 343, Title 5 of the
United States Code of Laws. To protect the public against dishonesty
and unethical behavior in government, the Secretary of the Treasury
could not be interested either "directly or indirectly" in the business of
trade and commerce. Neither could he own any Sea vessel, purchase
public property, nor buy or sell securities. Moreover, he could not
receive any emolument for negotiating or transacting business in the
Treasury Department."
According to the evidence Patman presented, Mellon had violated
the entire COde-willfully, knowingly, and intentionally. While serving
in the Cabinet he and his family retained ownership of substantial voting
stock in over 300 corporations engaged in worldwide trade and com-
merce. Such businesses, induding railroads, utilities, banking, and
shipping, were protected by tariffs whose enforcement and supervision
were under the auspices of the Treasury Department. Personally inter-
ested in imports and exports, Mellon seemingly promulgated customs
regulations to his own business advantage; thus, he held the "dual
position," Patman asserted, "of serving two masters, himself and the
United States." For example, in spite of the specific provisions that
the Secretary should not own sea vessels, Mellon had acquired a fleet
of sixty-seven ships, all but forty-nine registered under foreign flags.
As ex-officio member of the Federal Reserve Board, he could not legally
be a director of or hold stock in a bank, but he did so. As supervisor
of internal revenue he was concerned with the assessment and collection
of taxes. Acting in that capacity, he secretly approved gigantic refunds
to large corporations, especially his own. Moreover, he exploited his
position as Secretary of Treasury by encouraging the Supervising Archi-
tect, a subordinate, to use more aluminum in public buildings and to
purchase it from the Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA), a
company which he controlled."
When Patman sat down, House members were stunned, as if having
just heard that some great man had died. But their silence lasted only
for a moment. The first to speak was Joseph W. Burns of Tennessee
who moved that Patman's resolution be sent to the Judiciary Committee.
Soon the chamber was filled with speculation. Although Patman had
for many months been threatening some sort of attack against Mellon,
several congressmen were surprised by his boldness, or some would
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say his foolhardiness, in actually seeking an impeachment. Some
expressed sympathy with the resolution but lamented that Patman had
doomed his own political career. Occasionally, someone spoke above
the hushed babble to condemn the proceeding or seek recognition from
the Speaker. Only the House pages, moving like "shadows," darted in
and out of the chamber to fetch reference and law books for members
who wished to brush up on proper impeachment procedures."
Outside the House the activity was confusing, the atmosphere
tense, the mood emotional. Reporters buttonholed everyone entering
or leaving the floor, seeking explanations, expressions of opinion, and
more details. Some of Mellon's Republican supporters angrily de-
nounced Patman while others, tight-lipped and grim, rushed back to
their offices to plan a course of action that could be implemented to
counter Patman's charges. In the hallways, cloak rooms, and committee
rooms "Mellonites, poll parrots and 'yes' men," as Patman later char-
acterized them, began organizing themselves into some sort of a "defense
machine. mo
Patman soon became the target of illegal actions, the object for
vituperative abuse, and ridicule. Besides his phones being tapped, his
offices were ransacked; Capitol police were ordered to patrol the hall-
ways outside his office. And he received the full treatment from the
pro-Mellon press. Caricatures by cartoonists depicting him as foolish
and inept appeared daily. Editorials questioned why a congressman
wasted time on such insignificant issues. One article referred to his
impeachment proposal as "sorry business ... which Mellon-baiters ...
now joyfully promote." Othcr writers suggested that Congress and the
country needed a "personal scapegoat" to blame for the depression and
that Mellon was "the inevitable target." At the same time Republicans
and businessmen discredited Patman by praising the Secretary for usher-
ing in the prosperous I920s."
On January 13, 1932, the House Judiciary Committee began con-
sidering Patman's charges. Overall, the proceedings were orderly.
Meeting in the House Office Building, the twenty-three committee mem-
bers convened at 10:00 a.m. Then acting chairman Hatton W. Sumners
of Texas explained that the hearing was a preliminary investigation to
determine if substantial evidence against Mellon existed. At the conclu-
sion of the inquiry a detailed report, recommending either impeachment
or not, would be made to the House. From the beginning the members
came to the understanding that any typc of evidence could be presented
to substantiate or refute a charge. Consequently they allowed news
clippings, letters from prospective witnesses, and other data which could
in a formal House hearing be properly documented. Having precipi-
tated this action, Patman sat on one side of the table facing several
representatives of Mellon, who would not attend. Alexander W. Gregg,
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former solicitor for the Internal Revenue Bureau, and D. D. Sheppard,
a Pittsburgh attorney, were the primary defenders for the Secretary."
For over a week the committee members listened to each side.
They constantly interrupted witnesses to ask a question or request
clarification. Although Patman and Gregg endured grilling, members
frequently expressed skepticism of the evidence and explanations offered
by Mellon's defense. On numerous occasions Fiorello La Guardia of
New York and Frank Oliver of New York were especially persistent
that Gregg not sidestep a question but answer as precisely and accurately
as possible."
Acting the role of prosecutor, Patman skillfully presented his case
against Mellon. From the beginning he assured the committee that he
had "no persecution involved" or "no personal reason" for seeking an
impeachment. "Just like President Hoover said, 'Law enforcement
should commence at the top,''' he continued, "and I think it should
apply to Mr. Mellon ... the same as anybody else." In his arguments,
he contended that any important stockholder would have a close per-
sonal interest in a business with total resources of over $2 billion. His
inquiry of several months into Mellon's financial investments revealed
that he held stock in corporations owning sea vessels; thus, he had a
share "in whole or in part" of these ships. In addition, as the supervisor
of the Coast Guard and the Customs Office, Mellon faced a conflict of
interest whenever formulating American regulations on imports and
exports. A similar condition existed with the Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue, also under the Treasury Department. As Secretary, he had
refunded billions of dollars not only to corporations such as United
States Steel Corporation and ALCOA but also to himself at 6 percent
annual interest. Even more astonishing, he had carried out these federal
transactions unrestrained since public inspection was forbidden-no
system of checks and balances."
One of Patman's major arguments against Mellon was his interest
in ALCOA. Admittedly, Mellon owned substantial stock in this corpo-
ration. But what Mellon failed to reveal was that Richard B. Mellon,
his brother, was a close associate. These two men represented 100
percent control of the corporation, an inextricable business relationship
in which the same secretary, office, and telephone were shared. With
such close ties to ALCOA, Patman charged, Mellon must have been
interested in and must have voiced some opinion on its financial oper-
ations. Since the company was the largest American aluminum manu-
facturer-a monopoly protected by a high tariff-he had blatantly
violated anti-trust laws. Thus he used his government position to
further personal finances. This unethical behavior was especially evident
wheu he allowed the Federal Architect, a professional magazine which
carried articles urging the use of aluminum as well as advertisements
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praising ALCOA, to be pUblished in the Treasury Building."
Patman also pressed one other matter. He accused Mel10n of
using the Treasury Office to obtain oil property, known as the Barco
Concession. In June 1930, at a dinner hosted by Secretary of State
Henry L. Stimson, Mel10n had "bargained" with Colombian President
OJaya Herrera. At that time Mellon implied that if an oil deal could
be worked out OJaya's request for an American loan to sustain his
government would be fulfilled. In June 1931 OJaya granted a fifty-year
contract to the Colombia Petroleum Company, seventy-five percent of
which was owned by Gulf Oil Corporation, a Mel10n company. Subse-
quent to that transaction, Patman pointed out, the National City Bank
of New York extended a loan to the Colombian government."
In answer to Patman's charges, Attorney Gregg presented the
Mellon's defense. He contended that Mel10n did not have a controlling
interest in the companies in which he had stock; therefore, he could
work with the customs and the Coast Guard because he did not actual1y
own any sea vesseL Besides, Gregg asserted, previous secretaries had
held shares in businesses and had performed their duties without any
problems. At the time of appointment to the Treasury Mel10n had
resigned al1 his bank offices and had sold his bank stock. As for tax
refunds, he had personally received $91,000 and then had later paid
back an additional $209,000 for duplication of dividends. He did have
fifteen percent interest in ALCOA, but, according to Gregg, even when
the Mel10ns were considering a merger with a Canadian business, the
Secretary, although in the same private train car with both companies'
representatives, remained disinterested, looked out the window, and
never entered into the conversation. To refute Patman's charges on
the Barco matter, Gregg stated that OJaya had since retracted his
previous statement that Mellon had used coercion or made a "deal"
with him during the dinner in June 1930."
On January 19, 1932, after a week of testimony and argument,
the committee recessed in order to obtain more information, especially
a list of bank stock from Mellon and from the Treasury Department.
Then a series of unforeseen events occurred which dramatically affected
the impeachment. On February 3 Ambassador to Great Britain Charles
G. Dawes resigned in order to head the Reconstruction Finance Corpo-
ration. With this foreign assignment now vacant, Hoover quickly
coerced his "wisest and most experienced public servant"-Andrew
Mel1on-to accept the Ambassadorship two days later."
Suddenly, the subject of the impeachment was no longer Secretary
of the Treasury. On February 10 the House Judiciary Committee
members reconvened to take some action, but they did not arrive at
a decision easily. Behind closed doors, in a "heated two hour executive
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session," they dehated whether or not to drop the inquiry. At times the
loud discussions reverberated down the hallways. Eventually the mem-
bers agreed "to discontinue further consideration of allegations" by a
vote of seventeen to four. According to Chairman Sumners, this resolu-
tion was the only alternative since the original intent of the hearing
constituted "an ouster proceeding." Moreover, the basic premise of the
majority report viewed further investigations as useless since the accused
party had resigned as Treasury Secretary."
The four dissenting members submitted a minority report. In care-
fully worded language, they concurred with the majority "that no useful
purpose would be served by continuing the investigation." They
stressed, however, that their action was based "on that reaSOn alone. H
"The law in question," they continued, at this point was "no longer
applicable to the office now held by Mr. Mellon." Thus, they subtly
underlined that Mellon had not been exonerated by the committee, more
pointedly, the accusations that he had violated the law had not been
satisfactorily answered by the defense. '"
That same day while the House Judiciary Committee was debating
its resolution, the Senate confirmed Ogden Mills as the new Secretary
of the Treasury. Three days later Sumner, with the grim-faced Patman
silently sitting beside him, presented the majority report to the House.
Surprisingly the chamber was almost empty; the mood surely languid.
Unenthusiatically the congressmen accepted the recommendation of the
Judiciary Committee, and in a few minutes the impeachment attempt
ended. "
Mellon's sudden appointment as ambassador left Patman with
mixed emotions. If the impeachment proceedings had been carried to
the logical conclusion he had hoped to see the Secretary convictcd and
removed from public office forever. In fact, he accused Hoover of
granting a "presidential pardon," an artifice to save the President, the
Secretary of the Treasury, and the Republican Party. He was personally
convinced that his actions had ousted Mellon from one of the most
powerful positions in the country. After all, if no impcachment had
been pending in the House, Hoover would probably have been more
hesitant and cautious about removing Mellon, a respected leader of
conservative Republicanism, from the Cabinet and sending him off to
socialize at the Court of SI. James. Now Patman had more hope that
Americans would receive needcd depression relief, although Mellon's
first assistant, Mills, was now Secretary. Thus, while Mellon considered
his appointment as ambassador "a divorce" from the government,
Patman looked upon the attempted impeachment as a victory.lZ
By the end of February the Mellon investigation was fading from
notice. Although the public had not heard all the facts, Patman could
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not dwell on the issue indefinitely. Other matters required his attention
-veterans' legislation, farm aid, and depression relief. Then, too, he
would be campaigning in 1932 for re-election and for Democratic presi-
dential nominee, Governor Franklin Delano Roosevelt of New Yark.
The attempted impeachment and subsequent removal of Mellon
signified the end of an era. In 1932 the election of Roosevelt reflected
an evolution of attitude-laissez-faire and socialized control (essentially
Hoover's "American System") being replaced by governmental responsi-
bility. Even though the impeachment did not precipitate this philoso-
phical transformation, this affair, centering on two opposites-Mellon
and Patman-was a signal of the changing times. The conservative
political and economic policies which had held sway since 1921 were
now obsolete. And the innovative programs, known as the "New Deal,"
marked the emergence of a new age, the impact of which has continued
to the present.
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firms Mills as Treasury Secretary; Mellon Inquiry is Dropped by House Com-
mittee," New York Times, February 11, 1932; U,S' 1 Congress, House, Relative to
Action of Committee on Judiciary with Reference to House Resolution 143 [To
discontinue further consideration of charges made against Andrew W. Mellon],
H.R. 444, 72d Cong., 1st se"., 1932, 1-2.
HThe signers of the minority report were Fiorello La Guardia of New York,
Gordon Browning of Tennessee, Malcolm C. Tarver of Georgia, and Francis B.
Condon of Rhode Island. See H.R. 444, 2.
3lpatman, Bankerteering, 137-139; Congressional Record, 72d Cong., 1st sess.,
3444,38501 4966; "Mellon Charges Formally Dropped," New York Times, Febru-
ary 14, 1932.
HPatman, Bankerteering, 137-139; Congressional Record, 72d Cong., Ist sess.,
4965-4966. Although appearing regretful that Mellon resigned, Hoover made no
special efforts to attend farewell dinners for the outgoing Secretary. See Jesse H.
Metcalf to Hoover, March 14, 1932, AMF; Hoover to Metcalf, March 15, 1932,
AMF.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
The Association's Annual Meeting began in Nacogdoches on
Friday, September 28 and continued through Saturday, September 29.
President Bob Bowman of Tyler presided at the Friday evening
session where Melvin Mason of Sam Houston State University and
Martha Mitchell of Huntsville, presented a program entitled "Adven-
tures with Martha Mitchell of Possum Walk Road." On Saturday John
Barnhill's paper on Reconstruction in Texas was presented by Program
Chairman James Smallwood of Oklahoma State University. Professor
Smallwood also read his own paper on Reconstruction in Texas. Other
sessions included papers on the Twenty-fourth Infantry and on Dallas
Leadership and the promotion of D-FW by Garna Christian of the
University of Houston and Mary Anne Norman of El Centro College.
The final session featured Lincoln King of the Gary Public Schools
with a presentation on the Loblolly Project, and Ruby Long on the Mittie
Stephens. The luncheon speaker was Mike Kingston, editor of the Texas
Almanac, who discussed the Almanac's history and plans for the Sesqui-
centennial in 1986.
Michael G. Wade of Appalachian State University, Boone, North
Carolina, received the C. K. Chamberlain Award for the best article to
appear in volume XXI. His article was entitled "Back to the Land: The
Woodland Community, 1933-1943." Marilyn McAdams Sibley of
Houston Baptist College and Fred Tarpley of East Texas State Univer-
sity were named Fellows of the Association. At a brief business meeting
William J. Brophy of Stephen F. Austin State University was elected
President of the Association, Jewel Cates of Dallas advanced to First
Vice President and Joe L. White of the Kilgore Oil Museum was named
Second Vice President. Melvin Mason of Sam Houston State University,
Virginia Long of Kilgore, and Marilyn Rhinehart of North Harris
County Community College were
named to the Board of Directors.
William J. Brophy, president of
the Association for 1984-85, is
Assistant Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs at Stephen F. Austin
State University. Bill is a native of
Boston, Massachusetts, but he has
lived in East Texas much of his life.
Bill earned his doctorate at Van-
derbilt University, and his master of
arts and bachelor's degrees from
North Texas State University. Prior
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Stephen F. Austin State University he served as chairman of the Depart-
ment of History. He is the author, with others, of A People and A
Nation, a major text for college level history students, published by
Houghton Mifflin. He also prepared both the instructor's and student's
manuals for A People and A Nation. He has served on the Association's
Board of Directors for the past eight years.
The Association was saddened by the passing of its longtime
member, Edwin G. Rice of Burleson. Mr. Rice passed away on August
8, 1984, following a lengthy illness. He is survived by his wife Louanne
Rice and a step-son, John Rice, who often attended Association meet-
ings with him. Mr. Rice was retired from Tarrant County Junior
College, South Campus, where he taught American history and govern-
ment for many years. He was a graduate of Stephen F. Austin
University and a student of C. K. Chamberlain, co-founder of the
Association and the first editor of the Journa!. Mr. Rice's close friend
of many years, Maury Darst of Galveston College, prepared the follow-
ing eulogy:
For most of his life, Ed Rice was a fighter. Not only did he fight
in World War n, but he also conducted his own campaign here at home
in defense for those things he believed in-honesty and truth.
A native of Nacogdoches County, Ed came from the same red clay
hills and pine forests that produced notable Texas patriots, historians,
and educators. He was proud of his heritage and never wavered in
displaying his roots.
He was also a life-long Democrat, often actively participating in
many local, regional, and national campaigns, and he counted several
American presidents and U. S. Senators among his personal friends.
Ed was also a perfectionist in an age when perfectionism seemed
to be disappearing. He demanded the best from his students, but with
a certain care not often found among educators.
A former newsman, he served in a variety of positions, including
press agent and speech writer for the later Sam Houston Jones, governor
of Louisiana, and later as announcer for radio station KOSF in
Nacogdoches.
He was also a churchman and was an active lay reader in the
Episcopal Church for over thirty years.
But I knew Ed best as my friend.
Friendship means a lot marc than just saying hello or "He's my
friend." There is a lot deeper meaning. Ed possessed those qualifica-
tions that meant just that, friend.
We knew him too as a member of this organization. He was a loyal








supporter and rarely missed a meeting-the kind of person who helps
keep a group like ours together.
He will be missed.
The Texas State Historical Association will hold its Annual Meet-
ing in Fort Worth, February 28 through March 2. Headquarters will
be at the Fort Worth Hilton. Contact the Texas State Historical
Association, 2/306 Sid Richardson Hall, Austin, Texas 78712, for
details.
The East Texas Historical Association has announced it will award
in 1985 a series of teaching, book publication, scholarship and historical
research awards through the Ottis Lock Endowment.
The Endowment was established earlier this year to honor Ottis
Lock of Burnet, formerly of LUfkin, and a long-time civic, political, and
business leader in East Texas.
Boh Bowman of Tyler, outgoing president of the Association and
chairman of the Lock Endowment committee, said funds contributed by
friends and associates of Lock will make possible the following awards
in 1985 and every year thereafter:
• An award for the best book on East Texas history. The award
will carry a $250 cash prize and a plaque.
• An award for excellence in teaChing history in an East Texas
secondary school, also to carry a $250 prize and a plaque.
• An award for excellence in teaChing history in an East Texas
Junior or community college. It will also include $250 and a plaque.
• An award for excellence in teaching history in an East Texas
four-year college or university, also to includc $250 and a plaque.
• A $500 scholarship for an East Texas high school graduate or
graduate student to be used at a college of their choice.
• A series of historical rcsearch grants, usually $500 or less, to
fund travel, microfilming, copying, typing, and other needs for a project
involVing East Tcxas.
Bowman said nominations for the awards should be submitted to
the East Tcxas Historical Association, Box 6223, SFA Station, Nacog-
doches, Texas 75962.
Nominations for the teaching awards, scholarship applications, and
nominations for the book award should be received by the Association
by May I, 1985. Research grants will be awarded when convenient.
Lock, who served thirty years in the Texas Legislature, was also
chairman of the Texas Department of Public Safety and the Board of
State Colleges and Universities. He retired as senior vice president of
Southland Paper Mills, Inc., in the late 1970s.
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A native of Zavalla in Angelina County, Lock taught school, and
served as a principal, superintendent, and coach before his election to
the Texas Legislature in 1939. He is a former Distinguished Alumni of
Stephen F. Austin State University.
''Throughout his life, Ottis Lock has had a strong and abiding
respect for East Texas and its history, and the Lock Endowment is a
fitting way to honor an East Texan of immense stature," said Bowman.
BOOK NOTES
We have received a good many books for noting. Each deserves a
full review but space limitations require us to choose this alternative,
which we hope at least will give notice to those interested in the labors
of these scholars.
Each spring a dazzling profusion of Texas wildflowers Cover the
fields and hillsides and sprawl across the meadows of Texas. Natives
and tourists alike delight in the riot of color that spreads from the Big
Bend to the Big Thicket. Campbell and Lynn Loughmiller's Texas
Wildflowers: A Field Guide (UT Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX), cele-
brates the state's wildflowers with more than 380 superb color photo-
graphs and descriptions of 73 plant families. Useful glossaries identify
the parts of the flowers and acquaint the readers with scientific termi-
nology. Part of the proceeds from sales supports the National Wild-
flowerS Research Center. Lady Bird Johnson contributed a Foreward.
Robert A. Vines' Trees of Central Texas, A Field Guide, (UT
Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78712), follows his publication of
Trees of East Texas and Trees of North Texas, drawn from his monu-
mental Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines of the Southwest. It includes
206 line drawings and contains a glossary.
Audubon's Western Journal, 1849-1850 Being the Record of a
Trip From New York to Texas, and an Overland Journey Through
Mexico & Arizona to the Gold Fields of California (Univ. of Arizona
Press, 1615 E. Speedway, Tucson, AZ 85719), tells its contents in the
title. It takes readers down the trails of anguish, hope, and high adven-
ture that paved the way West more than a century ago. J. W. Audubon,
son of the ornithologist John James Audubon, led a company on this
quest of riches and faced hardships, including cholera and runaway
horses. Always with the keen eye of the naturalist, Audubon paints a
picture of social conditions in Mexico, of birds and trees, of sky and
mountains, and of the changing face of nature. First published by A. H.
Clark in 1906, the text contains sketches by the author and a biographi-
cal memoir by his daughter.
The Papers of Jefferson Davis, Volume 4 (1849-1852), edited by
Lynda Lasswell Crist (Louisiana State Univ. Press, Baton Rouge, LA ,
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70803), continues the publication of the papers of the Confederate
president. This volume covers the years of Davis' rise to prominence
as a Southern political leader, and, in his personal life, the birth of his
first child and the beginning of his estrangement from his patron-brother
Joseph Davis. This volume contains the papers of the subject for the
years covered, careful notes by the editor, a calendar of materials, and
a Davis family genealogy prepared with the assistance of Ernesto
Caldeira. Persons who have used previous books in the series will
already know the value of this work and will want to continue to add
subsequent volumes to their library.
Several years ago Myra Hargrave Mcilvain began a series of auto
tour guides of Texas. Her Auto Trails: The Northeast (UT Press, P.O.
Box 7819, Austin, TX 78712), joins a previous publication outlining
tours of the Southeast, and one ou the South and the Rio Grande Valley
is scheduled to appear in December 1984. This quide covers an area
that spreads from Dallas south to Waxahachie, Crockett, Lufkin, San
Augustine, Jefferson, western Louisiana, Texarkana, Paris, along the
Red River, and back through Denison and Sherman. Careful directions
to interesting places are provided.
On a smaller but no less interesting scale, the Tarrant County
Historical Society has published Fort Worth & Tarrant County, A His-
torical Guide (Texas Christian Univ. Press, Fort Worth, TX 76129).
Edited and revised by Ruby Schmidt, the volume provides maps, illustra-
tions, and descriptions of places of historical interest in its region.
Several bibliographies of interest to our readers have recently
appeared. Lyndon B. Johnson, A Bibliography (UT Press, P.O. Box
7819, Austin, TX 78712), compiled by the staff of the Lyndon Baines
Johnson Library, represents the first complete reference to books,
scholarly and popular articles, scholarly papers, and dissertations on
the thirty-sixth president of the United States from his Texas Hill Coun-
try beginnings through his forty-year public career and retirement. There
is a separate section on Lady Bird Johnson and the Johnson family.
Native American Periodicals and Newspaper." 1828-1982, Bibliography,
Publishing Record, and -Holdings (Greenwood Press, 88 Post Road
West, Box 5007, Westport, CT 06881) was edited by James P. Danky
and compiled by Maureen E. Hady for the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin. It is a comprehensive record and holdings list of extant
issues of 1164 historic and contemporary periodicals published over
more than 150 years, including literary, political and historical journals,
J, general newspapers, and feature magazines. Bibliography of Mexican
American History, compiled by Matt S. Meier (Greenwood Press, 88
Post Road West, Box 5007, Westport, CT 06881), contains approxi-
mately 5000 entries of primary and secondary works, monographs,
theses, dissertations, government documents, pamphlets, and chapters
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from books and journal articles. It provides information and guidance
for researchers, reference librarians, scholars, teachers, and students of
the Mexican American experience.
Peckinpah, A Portrait in Montage by Garner Simmons (UT Press,
P.O. Box 7819, Anstin, TX 78712), brings filmmaking, Peckinpah-
style, to life in interviews with the subject's colleagues, including Ali
McGraw, Jason Robards, Dustin Hoffman, James Coburn, Slim Pickens,
William Holden, Steve McQueen, Kris Kristofferson, and James Caan.
The result is a vivid portrait of a director responsible for such films as
The Wild Bunch. Of related interest is God Blass You, Buffalo Bill.
A Layman's Guide to History and the Western Film by Wayne Michael
Sari (Cornwall Books, 440 Forsgate Dr., Cranbury, NJ 08512). This
book looks at our great source of knowledge about the West: Holly-
wood. Most citizens of Texas and the world have their concept of the
West shaped by film. Sarf explains Hollywood's role in shaping our
concepts, offering the reality that helped shape the myths.
Volume Two of Patrick M. Reynolds' Texas Lore (The Red Rose
Studio, Willow Street, PA 17584), is available. This featurcs a history
of Texas in text and cartoon-style drawings from Stephen F. Austin to
World War II.
Henderson County, Texas, Marriage Book, 1847-1854, published
by the Henderson County Historical Commission (Publications Devel-
opment Co. of Texas, Crockett, TX 75835), is a facsimile reproduction
of what remains of the record of marriage licenses issued in the county
during the period covered. The original document was recently redis-
covered in the basement of the county courthouse, and the Historical
Commission published this version to preserve the record and increase
its usefulness.
Louisiana Gothic. Recollections of the 1930s (Center for Louisiana
Studies, P.O. Box 40831, Univ. of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette,
LA 70504), edited by Glenn R. Conrad and Vaughn B. Baker, features
124 black and white images of Depression-era Louisiana selected from
over 2000 images produced by the Farm Securities Administration.
These photos appear blcak but they speak of the courage of our neigh-
bors to the east who bore the same hardships as did East Texans during
the Great Depression.
Two additional photobooks illustrate a different kind of hardship
and the courage to overcome. «We ain't what we used to be," with
photos by Frederick C. Baldwin (Telfair Academy of Arts & Sciences,
Inc., P.O. Box 10081, Savannah, GA 31412), and A Lasting Impres-
sion: A Collection of Photographs of Martin Luther King, Jr., by John
Tweedle (Univ. of South Carolina Press, Columbia, SC 29208), the
latter with a Foreward by the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, document in words
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and text the struggle for racial equality in America, particularly under
the leadership of Dr. King. The first begins,
We ain't what we ought to be
We ain't what we wanna be
We ain't what we're gonna be
But thank God Almighty,
We ain't what we used to be.
It features statements on the civil rights movements as well as
photographs.
Presidential Campaigns. by Paul F. Boller, Jr. (Oxford University
Press, 200 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10011), is an interesting and
informative account of each of the nation's presidential campaigns
through 1980. Each race is narrated in a general introductory state-
ment, which varies in length depending upon the importance of the race.
Anecdotes are then presented about the candidates, voter reaction, or
other things pertaining to the race for the resulting presidency.
EXAMPLE: In the election of 1800 a Federalist lady in Connecticut
was afraid of what would happen to the family Bible should Thomas
Jefferson be elected because the Federalists had charged that Jefferson
would have Bibles burned that she asked a Jeffersonian to keep it for
her. He asked why she should trust him if she believed the Jeffersonians
would burn Bibles? "It will be perfectly safe with you. They'll never
think of looking in the house of a Democrat for a Bible," she replied.
EXAMPLE: At the Democratic convention in Los Angeles in 1960
Adlai Stevenson was amused to see a large woman, obviously pregnant,
parading down the street with a big placard inscribed, STEVENSON IS
THE MAN. EXAMPLE: In 1976, Billy Carter said, "I got a momma
who joined the Peace Corps and went to India when she was sixty-eight,
I got one sister who's a Holy Roller preacher, I got another sister who
wears a helmet and rides a motorcycle, and I got a brother who thinks
he's going to be president. So that makes me the only sane person in
this family."
These essays are a good review for the historian and a good intro-
duction to American presidential politics for everyone. You can check
results (popular votes, electoral votes, percentages, etc. or just enjoy
the remembering. There are only two Shortcomings: the book lacks a
conclusion of any kind, and often the essays do not "fill in" what has
happened since the last election that may have significant impact on
the next. Still, this book is highly recommended, particularly for reading
during the "presidential season."
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BOOK REVIEWS
The People's Architecture: Texas Courthouses, Jails, and MunicIpal
Buildings. By Willard B. Robinson. (Texas State Historical Asso-
ciation, 2.306 Sid Richardson Hall, Austin, TX 78712), 1983.
Bibliography, Glossary, Index. P. 365. $25.00.
Willard B. Robinson is the foremost architectural historian of
Texas. His Texas Public Buildings of the Nineteenth Century (1974)
and Gone From Texas: Our Lost Architectural Heritage (1981), which
tell and illustrate the story of the state's architecture during its earlier
years, are now joined by The People's Architecture, an account of public
buildings in Texas from the first settlements until modern times. This
book, like its predecessors, is outstanding.
The People's Architecture tells its story in seven essentially chrono-
logical chapters that relate changing architectural styles to changes in
the spirit and values of Texans as well as to the developmental stage of
the community being served. Robinson also explains thc impact of
advances in construction technology and building materials. The reader
is led from an examination of the Classical Revival style of the antebel-
lum years to a look at the modern structures of post-World War II
Texas with their emphasis on functional effectiveness and construction
of smooth stone, steel, and glass. Along the way a good look is taken
at such architectural delights as the Romanesque Revival courthouses
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Undoubtedly the
modern buildings reward their communities with greater efficiency, but
it seems that something has been lost when the county courthouse looks
much like any other new building in town. Perhaps, to suggest an
elaboration on Robinson's theme of architecture as metaphor, Texans'
willingness to have courthouses that are less than the most imposing
building in the community is an indication of the reduced importance
of county government in our modern age of political centralization.
As would be expected, the book is beautifully illustrated with 360
paintings, drawings, and photographs. And yet the price is only $25.
One other feature deserves special mention. Robinson has included a
"Glossary of Architectural Terms" which is very helpful to readcrs who
have only a limited knowledge of architectural history. In short, Willard
Robinson and the Texas State Historical Association are to be congratu-
lated for a book that is both attractive and informative.
Randolph B. Campbell
North Texas State University
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La Salle and His Legacy: Frenchmen and Indians in the Lower Missis-
sippi Valley. Edited by Patricia K. Ganoway. (Univ. Press of
Mississippi, 3825 Ridgewood Road, Jackson, MS 39211), 1983.
Bibliography, List of Contributors, Index. P. 260. $20.00.
This book, commemorating the tricentennial of La Salle's 1682
journey down the Mississippi River, consists of papers by a number
of specialists. Disciplines represented include anthropology, archeology,
architecture, geography, and history. The scope does not embrace La
Salle's voyage from France to the Gulf of Mexico (1684-1685) or his
Texas sojourn.
With ample justification, the essays reflect that the early French
endeavors in the southeastern United States, as La Salle himself, have
been inadequately studied and superficially interpreted. New material
is still emerging; e.g., the still-unpublished Minet journal mentioned by
Galloway in her discussion of sources (p. 16-17). A chal1enge for future
La Salle historians is presented by Carl Brasseaux in his treatise on La
Salle's image in American historiography (p. 8).
While the essays general1y contribute to knowledge of the French
colonial undertakings, they are not devoid of questionable interpreta-
tions. Louis De Vorsey, Jr., for example, attributes La Salle's misplaced
landing at Texas's Matagorda Bay in 1685 to "the greatest geographical
hoax in the history of North American exploration," making it appear
"that the mouth of the Mississippi River was on the western coast of
the Gulf in Texas ... " (p. 70). Such a conceptualization, however, did
not originate with La Salle. While the possibility of a hoax cannot be
entirely ruled out, De Varsey's assertion can be accepted only with an
anachronistic assumption as to the status of geographical knowledge of
that period.
La Salle succeeded in linking the "Missisipi" known to the northern
Indians with the Spaniards' Rio del Espiritu Santo, He did not immedi-
ately grasp all the geographical implications of his discovery.
Robert S. Weddle
Bonham, Texas
Borderlands Sourcebook. Ellwyn R. Stoddard, Richard L. Nostrand,
and Jonathan P. West, Editors. (University of Oklahoma Press,
1005 Asp Avenue, Norman, OK 73069), 1983. Maps, Bibliog-
raphy, Index. P. 445. $48.50,
This tome has fifty-nine brief chapters by nearly as many specialists
on history, archaeology, geography, economics, politics, law, demog-
raphy, society, and culture of the states on both sides of the U.S.-Mexi-
can border. As a guide for further study it is useful, though in the
interval between inception of the idea and delayed publication of the:I'Il
:1 -
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book a substantial portion has become outdated. This is to be regretted
since the book emphasizes the dynamic quality of contemporary life on
lbe border.
There is little traditional history and even that is handled very
briefly, as if history were an obligatory backdrop for current events of
varying importance. With its minimum of interpretation, reading this
guide is about as interesting as perusing a mail order catalog, There
is a long, incomplete bibliography and a partial listing of Borderlands
theses and dissertations which gives the impression that UTEP is the
epicenter of such study.
The editors are to be commended for their care in elimination of
errors, in inclusion of maps, graphs, and tables, and in their standardi-
zation of format. They have tried to implement the impossible dream
of providing guidance for study of what is paradoxically both the richest
and poorest of areas.
Donald C. Cutter
St. Mary's University of San Antonio
Secession and the Union in Texas. By Walter L. Buenger. (University
of Texas Press, P,O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78712),1984. Notes,
Bibliography, Index. P, 255. $17.50.
Secession in Texas, like that in most of the Confederate states, was
a complicated process. While the secession ordinance was approved by
a margin of three to one in a popular referendum in February 1861,
affection for the Union was both deeper and broader than the numbers
indicated. This book, winner of the Mrs. Simon Baruch University
Award, describes the sources of Unionism in Texas and the manner
in which pro-secession forces gained control of public opinion and
governmental power.
Buenger's first three chapters describe the economic, political, and
social background of antebellum Texas, emphasizing the growing
strength of lower-South immigrants in Texas public affairs. Chapters
four through six deal with "other Texans"-the upper-South natives
who concentrated their small farms along the northern tier of counties,
German immigrants of the southwestern counties, Mexican-Texans of
lbe south and southwest, and frontier families who depended on the
United States Army for protection and markets. These "other Texans"
generally held stronger attachments to the Union than other residents
of the Lone Star state, The last three chapters of the book examine
the arguments and procedures which the majority, pro-secession forces
in Texas used to beat back most of the resistance to secession in early
1861.
Readers acquainted with secession in other states will blink at
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the statement on the bookcover's flyleaf which claims that "Texas was
unique . . . because of its ambivalence toward secession." In fact, Texas
closely resembled most of the Confederate states precisely because it
was ambivalent. Nevertheless, Buenger wisely points out that only some
Germans, Mexicans, and upper Southerners opposed secession abso-
lutely. Most, sooner or later, sided with the majority. Based on wide
research in primary and secondary sources and benefitting especially
from unpublished dissertations, this book is the best work on Texas
secession yet published.
Richard Lowe
North Texas State University
Jerry Self
Tennessee Baptist Convention
Baptized in Blood: the Religion of the Lost Cause. 1865-1920. By
Charles Reagan Wilson. (The Univ. of Georgia Press, Athens, GA
30602), 1980. Notes, Bibliography, Index. P. 256. $21.95 Cloth,
$8.00 Paper.
How do you explain the fact that you are God's Chosen People
fighting a Holy War and you lost? Charles Reagan Wilson perceptively
pursues this question through the rituals and ceremonies of Southern
history. The path leads from an 1865 defeat of a Holy Cause through
two more Holy Wars during the second and third generations following
the Civil War.
Wilson's work clarifies the force of religious interpretations of
current events. He calls his study an investigation of southern civil
religion. Chapters treat the rituals, mythology, theology, and sermonic
style developed to explain and defend the Lost Cause. There are also
chapters on the mysticism of the Ku Klux Klan, J. William Jones, whom
Wilson identifies as a prototype evangelist of the Lost Cause, and those
schools and other training instruments which delivered the Lost Cause
mystique to succeeding generations. Wilson's final chapter tells of
reconciliation with the North and vindication of the South by, among
other things, election to the presidency of southerner Woodrow Wilson.
Southern civil religion, according to Wilson, gave evidence that
Southern churches were culturally captive. But beyond that, the South-
ern culture was also captive to the Southern churches. With a pantheon
of saints led by Robert E. Lee, Jefferson Davis, Stonewall Jackson, and
Sam Davis to serve as models, Southerners were urged to honor their
heritage by becoming the "remnant" which would mean the future
salvation of a materialistic nation sorely in need of sacred Southern
values.
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Hood, Bonnet and Little Brown Jug, Texas Politics, 1921-1928. By
Norman D. Brown. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C.,
College Station, TX 77843), 1984. Photographs, Notes, Bibliog-
raphy, Index. P. 568. $29.50.
As the subtitle of this massive study indicates, Norman D. Brown
has dealt with Texas politics during the years between the end of World
War I and the beginning of the Great Depression. The symbols of the
title refer to the Ku Klux Klan, Mrs. Mariam Ferguson, and Prohibition,
which were the principal political issues during the decade. The volume
is well-edited with voluminous notes, interesting pictures, and a good
index. The publisher, The Texas A&M University Press, has produced
another handsome book.
Based on impressive research, Brown's account concentrated on
the political process in the more narrow sense. He treated each election,
both primary and general, and every session of the state legislature in.
some detail, never straying far from the vantage point of the Austin
Capitol. In the early chapters the author described the election of Pat
M. Neff as governor and the emergence of the Ku Klux Klan as a major
political power in Texas. The subsequent frustrations of Neff, who
sought to enact progressive legislation relating to the prison system, law
enforcement, the state administrative machinery, and public education,
were indicative of governor-legislature relationships throughout the
decade. Indeed, the inertia of the Texas legislature was a constant
theme running through the entire book.
The "return of the Fergusons" in 1924 provided one of the high
points of the study. Former governor James E. Ferguson (impeached
and removed from office in 1917) used the tactic of running his wife,
Mariam, for governor against the Klan-backed candidate, Judge Felix
Robertson. The primary was further complicated by the presence of
Lynch Davidson and T. W. Davidson, both well-known, anti-Klan,
anti-Ferguson politicians. In the confused first primary Robertson led
and "Ma" Ferguson ran second, closely followed by Lynch and T. W.
Davidson in order. In the run-off Robertson was no match for "Pa"
Ferguson's invective as he stumped the state denouncing Robertson,
the Klan, and Imperial Wizard Hiram Evans, who was regularly
described as the "Grand Gizzard," After Ma's victory Pa Ferguson
stood by her side at the inauguration and sat beside her as Mariam
Ferguson discharged the duties of governor of Texas. The state had,
as was widely repeated, "Two governors for the price of one."
Dan Moody succeeded Mrs. Ferguson after one term. Young,
able, red-headed, and ambitious, Moody provided a sharp contrast to
the Fergusons. Brown also contrasted the political atmosphere in Austin
under the reform-minded Moody with Ma Ferguson's excessive use of
pardons and Pa's questionable highway contract manipulations. Even
•











Moody, however, was not able to escape the effects of a recalcitrant
legislature and the three-way split of the Texas Democratic Party in
1928 as a result of Alfred E. Smith's campaign for the Presidency.
Despite the book's length (more than 550 total pages) the reader
is faced with a number of omissions. Prohibition and prohibition
enforcement were major topics throughout the study but nowhere was
there even a mention of the "open city" policies of Galveston where
"fun in the sun" continued without regard to the Eighteenth Amend-
ment. Also, the roles of such business and civic leaders as Joseph S.
Cullinan, John Henry Kirby, and H. J. Lutcher Stark remained obscure
without more than a single line on their backgrounds and significance.
These are merely minor reservations to a well-researched and
informative book. All readers interested in Texas history and the
political battles of the early twentieth century will need to read Hood,
Bonnet, and Litrle Brown Jub. It probably will become the standard
work on the period,
Robert S. Maxwell /
Nacogdoches
Congressman Sam Rayburn. By Anthony Champagne, (Rutgers Uni-
versity Press, 30 College Avenue, New Brunswick, NJ 08903),
1984, Photographs, Appendices, Notes, Index, P. 228. $19,95.
Tony Champagne's splendid study, Congressman Sam Rayburn,
reveals not only a great deal about the former Speaker but also much
about the people, the values, and the politics of the Fourth Congres-
sional District of East Texas, Through sixty-two personal interviews,
Champagne has uncovered a wealth of new information on Rayburn
the man as well as Rayburn the member of Congress.
After sketching the unique features of Rayburn's underpopulated,
rural-oriented, tailor-made district, Champagne describes in detail the
Congressman's style, organization, and campaigns. A highly personal
and homey quality characterized these and enabled Rayburn to main-
tain a secure, conservative home base while trimming sufficiently to
the left in Washington to establish himself as a national leader.
Champagne skillfully examines the tensions created by Rayburn's need
to reconcile his Washington and district roles, especially in regard to
civil rights, Harry Truman, and issues touching oil. Instructive though
they are, Rayburn's successful methods cannot be copied by today's
Congressmen, for Rayburn's world and district have been transformed
by television, urbanism, and the Supreme Court. A new Sam Rayburn
is not likely to appear, but, thanks to Tony Champagne, we can better
understand and appreciate the one who did.
Edward Hake Phillips
Sherman, Texas
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Texans, Politics and the New Deal. By Lionel V. Patenaude. (Garland
Publishing Co., 136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016),
1983. Index. P. 237. $27.00.
The political strength of Texas in Washington, D.C., during the
mid-century was well known. Figures sucb as Rayburn, Johnson,
Garner, Poage, Patman, Jones and others were responsible for the state's
political swat for approximately thirty years, 1930-1960. The state's
strength began to grow during the Depression with the leadership of
Vice-President John Vance Garner and Majority Leader Sam Rayburn.
Texans, Politics and the New Deal is a record of this development when
it began in the Depression.
Two were chiefly responsible for the state's influence, John Vance
Garner and Sam Rayburn. As vice president, Garner wielded some
power of patronage, but more important, he could muster votes among
his Democratic brethren due to his long years of service in Congress.
So great was his influence, which Patenaude says occurred behind the
scenes, that "Gamer was to prove the most important Texan associated
with the New Deal," (p. 33). Rayburn was Majority Leader for most
of the New Deal years. He proved to be a "vote-getter," but also an
up-front sponsor of legislation. He was identified with several key
measures such as the Securities Exchange Act and Rural Electrification
Act. Garner and Rayburn established the power base for Texas in the
post-World War II era.
Politicians at the state level were also involved in the New Deal.
"Ma" Ferguson, wife of Governor James Ferguson, took the governor's
chair in January, 1933. She and her husband lobbied on behalf of
relief, and by working with the Federal Emergency Relief Administra-
tion, they were instrumental in establishing the state Department of
Public Welfare. But Texans also opposed the New Deal. Business and
political interest formed the Constitutional Democrats of Texas and
the Jeffersonian Democrats. In their opinion, continuation of New Deal
politics would ruin the Constitution. Patenaude does not think these
opponents harmed the New Deal and in fact were over shadowed by
the pro-Roosevelt forces. However, the court-packing fight of 1937
cost FDR some support, especially Garner's.
The extent to which politics at the state level influenced affairs in
Washington has never been clear. Sharp differences developed among
Democrats in Texas after the war, and the roots of those differences
probably went back to the 1930s. Patenaude's coverage of state politics
is helpful and puts badly needed information into the "black-hole" of
state politics in the 1930s. The chief criticism of the book should go
to the publisher. The book was not typeset and printed, but rather a
photocopy of the author's manuscript was made. This book deserves
,














The Establishment in Texas Politics, The Primitive Years, 1938-1957.
By George Norris Green. (University of Oklahoma Press, 1005
Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019), 1979. Photographs, Appendices,
Notes, Index. P. 306.
This 1984 reprint of a work originally published in 1979 by the
Greenwood Press analyzes Texas' "unbroken line of conservative gov-
ernment and legislatures since 1939." In convincing detail Green nails
down some "facts" about establishment politics in Texas. He demon-
strates, for example, that "the establishment" is "a loosely knit plu-
tocracy comprised mostly of Anglo businessmen, oilmen, bankers, and
lawyers." Since 1938 their objectives, he eXhibits, have been to establish
and maintain a regressive tax structure, low corporate taxes, strict anti-
labor laws, political, social, and economic oppression of blacks and
Mexican-Americans, and reluctant expansion of state services.
Green also identifies some of their strategies and techniques for
maintaining hegemony over the state's government. The dual primary
nominating system enables them to rally behind the front running con-
servative from the Democratic Party's first primary in order to crush
the liberal survivor of the primary, or if two make their way into the
second primary, they support the one perceived the most conservative
on fiscal matters. Should a liberal or moderate emerge from the
primaries the establishment can then rally behind the conservative
nominated by the Republican in the general election party. As a conse-
quence no liberal who was not an incumbent has ever won a major
office in a runoff or general election.
Establishment strategy was generally successful; and, thus, Texas
in 1957 "had a low per-capita income ... an above average number of
people not covered by the federal minimum wage ... [no] income tax,
minimum wage law, merit system, fair employment practices statutues,
and interparty competition."
Looking forward from 1957 Grecn detects two noteable changes
in the nature of the Texas establishment: Establishment Democrats have
encroached on the traditionally liberal precincts dominated by labor
and ethnic groups; and many affluent Establishment Democrats have
dropped out of the Democratic party and shifted their allegiance to the
Republican party.
Although some of Green's rhetoric is hyberbolic, a few of his con-
clusions are overdrawn, and his liberal Democratic bias often shows
through, this study of twentieth-century Texas politics deserves a careful
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reading for its many useful insights into the state's unique political life.
Joe E. Ericson
Stephen F. Austin State University
The Presidency of Lyndon B. Johnson. By Vaughn Davis Barnet. (Uni-
versity Press of Kansas, 303 Carruth, Lawrence, KS 66045), 1984.
Notes, Index. P. 415. $25.00 Cloth, $14.95 Paper.
With this effort, Professor Bornet has conrtibuted a volume to the
University Press of Kansas' growing list in the American Presidency
Series. And a worthwhile, scholarly effort it is. It details Johnson's
White House years in 416 pages packed with facts which are related
with well-thought-out interpretations. In fourteen well-balanced chap-
ters, Barnet leads the reader through the last stormy months of 1963
into the hopeful year of 1964. Then the Course is charted through the
Great Society programs and the Vietnam War. A concluding chapter
on "History Will Judge" rounds out the volume.
One remarkable facet of this book is its even-handed interpretation.
For too long, in this reviewer's opinion, "Ole Lyndon" has been raked
over the coals by authors and castigated for things beyond his control.
This reviewer has in mind several "biographies" of the 1970s and early
1980s which were written by "scholars" but which strayed far afield so
far as objective judgements were concerned.
Barnet finds much to praise in Johnson's domestic record-his
support of civil rights, his war on poverty (though Johnson always
promised too much and raised expectations too high), his aid to educa-
tion, and a host of other reforms. Conversely, Barnet relates the obvious
regarding foreign affairs, that Vietnam ruined Johnson. However, the
author points out that the United States' role in Vietnam was long in
the making, a role stretching back to the Truman years. In reality,
Vietnam was not "Mr. Johnson's War" but was, rather, a "mess" he
inherited from his predecessors.
In summation, Barnet finds that Lyndon Johnson loomed large
in American history. His presidency brought many changes, some his
successors could reverse and some they could not. "This presidency;'
says Bornet, "made a difference. The nation was transformed in civil
rights; in ... every level of education; in action taken against poverty;
in payments for medical care for aging citizens, the disabled, and the
poor; and in a new conservation effort ...." (p. 329). Reading a little
between the lines, perhaps, the reader comes to conclude that "History
Will Judge" the tall Texan benevolently regarding domestic policy and
will understand how he floundered over the question of Vietnam.
Bornet's solid narrative is buttressed by extensive research. The
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rounds out the volume, as does a more than adequate index. Overall,
Bomet is to be congratulated for a job well done.
James Smallwood
Oklahoma State University
Petroleum Politics and the Texas Railroad Commi.»ion. By David F.
Prindle. (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX
78712), 1984. Notes, Index. P. 230. $9.95.
David F. Prindle's first book, Petroleum Politics and the Texas
Railroad Commission, was guaranteed status as a classic in Texas history
when it was released in 1981. It is the first scholarly study of a regula-
tory agency of national importance. The current publication of this
volume in paperback form makes it available for use in the college and
university classroom, where it will be valuable supporting reading for
courses in Texas history.
Prindle's study is based on thorough research, principally in the
archives of the Texas Railroad Commission, related scholarly literature,
industry journals, and Texas newspapers and periodicals. The author
interviewed more than ninety oilmen and politicians to obtain their
perspectives on the functioning of the Commission. All of this work is
reported in a clear and interesting style.
Like all classics, however, this one will be revised and amended
in time. Like all first books on important subjects, it is not the last
word, in part because it is relatively brief. Some topics deserve further
study and some conclusions will be modified. There is still the need
for a more microscopic study of the process by which the oil industry
"captured" the agency that regulates it within Texas. Election cam-
paigns, the identity and interests of contributors, and the financial
involvement of commissioners with the oil industry should be examined.
The relatively simple division of antagonists in East Texas into major
oil companies and independent oil men probably will not hold up to
closer scrutiny; there seem to have been no united fronts in this crisis.
It is also likely that the heroic role attributed to Ernest Thompson in
resolving the long dispute in East Texas will be down-graded because
production in the giant East Texas field was already declining by the
time the Railroad Commission was able to make its orders stick.
These observations and perhaps others will be reflected in subse-
quent books that touch on the Railroad Commission. The process of
supplementing and amending Petroleum Politics and the Texas Railroad
Commission has just begun. As it continues, it should be remembered
that David F. Prindle has made a major contribution to Texas history
and that his book is likely to remain the best single study of the subject
for many years to come.
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Early Louisiana and Arkansas Oil, A Photographic History, 1901-1946.
By Kenny A. Franks and Paul F. Lambert. (Texas A&M Univer-
sity Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1982. Photo-
graphs, Bibliography, Index. P. 243. $27.95.
This book is the third publication in the successful Montague
History of Oil series. Like the earlier volumes on Texas and Oklahoma,
it offers general readers an informed text and a rich visual record of
oil field activity and social life in the booming oil towns. This volume
takes up the story in 1901 with the opening of the Jennings field in
Louisiana, continues through Caddo and Northern Louisiana, spills over
into Arkansas, and moves back to Louisiana for an account of early
offshore activity. Each of the nine chapters begins with a brief sketch
of field and area development from the discovery well through develop-
ment and settled production.
The principle themes are richly illustrated by more than two hun-
dred photographs. They were drawn from scores of public and private
collections in Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Arkansas. Some of them, such
as the view of a family living in a walled-up tent, are rare records of
common oilfield experience. Others, especially the four-page fold-out
of the Anderson gas well in the Eldorado field, have considerable
dramatic impact. For the most part, the visual material is both
interesting and well reproduced, though some photos arc too many
generations removed from the original regatives; they tend to be fuzzy
and grainy.
Not infrequently, the authors' keen eyes have spotted details that
are more important than most readers might realize; comments on
machinery and technology and their effects on working routines are
helpful as are their observations of the special problems posed by climate
and terrain. Readers in East Texas will have a special interest in the
chapters on Caddo and Rodessa. Collectors of regional and business
history will want to buy this book.
Roger M. OIien
University of Texas - Permian Basin
Ranch. By Moira Johnson. (Doubleday & Co., Garden City, NY
11530), 1983. Photographs, Achknowledgements. P.237. $35.00.
According to a good share of the fiction-and even some of the
nonfiction-that has come out on it in the last century, the art of cow-
baying took place at "trails end" by treeing some Kansas cowtown and
bending an elbow at the local version of Miss Kitty's Long Branch
Saloon, a myth if ever there was onc. In actuality it was done on a
ranch, big or small, where the old-time cowhand worked from can see
to can't see at a job that at times could be as dull and boring as it
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The Modern Cowboy. By John R. Erickson. (Dniv. of Nebraska Press,
901 N. 17th St., Lincoln, NE 68588), 1981. Photographs, Bibli-
ography. P. 247. ~15.95.
The Modern Cowboy is not just another cowboy book. It is a
very informative and fascinating account of contemporary cowboying
and cattle raising, witb emphasis on the changes new technology has
brought to the industry and to ito;; man on horseback. John Erickson,
a bonafide cowboy with a degree in literature, writes in the simple,
graceful, conversational style of the cow country and clarifies for the
layman such ranch chores as midwifing heifers in labor, de-homing and
castrating calves, stringing electric fences, and repairing windmills. He
includes a sympathetic yet realistic account of the home life of the
modern cowboy, and he looks at the business side of ranching, now
could be exciting and dangerous. And if ever there was a family unit
in the history of this country that made a man feel like he belonged, it
was-and still is-tbe Ranch, as photographed by Dudley Whitney and
written of by Moira Johnston.
Subtitled "Portrait of a Surviving Dream," the book is a definitive
study in modern day ranching and just how it has managed to survive
the age of technology and still hold On to an image that has grown with
the ranch and become a symbol of recognition to the rest of the world-
the American cowboy.
Divided into four parts, "The Journey," "The Land," "The
Legacy," and "The Life," Moira Johnston does an admirable job of
describing ranching today from the Cariboo country of British Columbia
to California to Texas. In her travels she visited as many small spreads
as she did big ones, each interview adding that much more history to
ranch life and its roots. The result is a quick, enjoyable read through
the cattle industry, from Ricbard King's first wanderings into Texas in
1852 to modem times.
To make the text that much more enjoyable, the reader will find
a delightful selection of more than 200 pictures by photographer Dudley
Whitney to accompany it. Over half are color photos of some of the
most breathtaking scenery this side of the Mississippi, and the black
and whites are as admirable as anything the late Ansel Adams has ever
done. In short, they work with the text.
Ranch is one of those books everyone should read. Those who
have never "cowboyed" before will find a new insight into the workings
of one of our oldest traditions. And those who are still working at it
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beset by both political interference with the free market and the rapid
spread of giant agribusiness.
Erickson adds a stimulating bibliographic essay on cowboy litera-
ture, and his wife, Kris, enhances the book with her fine photographs,
which, while not as artistic as those of Bank Langmore or Erwin E.
Smith, are very honest and skillfully support the text. Although Erick-
son's focus is on the cowboy of the Texas Panhandle, his material is




The Code of the West. By Bruce Rosenberg. (Indiana University Press,
Tenth & Morton Streets, Bloomington, Ind. 47405),1982. Photo-
graphs, Notes. P. 213. $15.00.
The West is wild again. Or, if it isn't wild it is active enough to
agitate an outpouring of new books on the subject. One seldom scans
a collection of book reviews that he doesn't find a plethora of new
publications on the Old West, many of them copiously illustrated and
prohibitively expensive. The Library of Congress itself created a lavish
six-month cowboy exhibit, with accompaning $50 catalog, bandanas,
posters, and cowboy greeting cards. The latest book to come across my
desk is from Academia. It is a scholarly tribute to the Old West, entitled
The Code of the West by Bruce Rosenberg.
The Code of the West is an impressive volume. Rosenberg identi-
fies eleven groups of legends that were spawned on the nineteenth-
century frontier and studies them in the light of the American values
that they represented. The tales of the 4gers and the Mormons and
the outlaws were widely told in their own time and are still a part of
America's legendry. They are survivers and Rosenberg tells us why.
He boils the stories down to their essences, to their morals, and points
out what many of us feel about these episodes but haven't intellectually
interpreted.
Historical revisionists have had a field day with General George
Custer and his last stand, and those who are interested in that day in
history recognize that the battle was not an exercise in heroics. But
the picture that remains in our folklore-the essence that we lreasure-
is still of Yellow Hair standing on the hilI, flashing sabre in one hand,
blazing pistol in the other, heroically defying an enemy that multitudi-
nously outnumbers him. We know that Billy Bonney, Jesse James,
Sam Bass, and Wyatt Earp were oullaws, but in the stories of their
ultimate shootouts they become heroes standing elementally and alone,
bravely facing death. These same anti-socials gain admiration in their
legendary Robin Hood patterns of robbing the rich and giving to the
.
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Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University
poor. These tales might not accurately record what some Americans
did, but they reflect how Americans feel about what their heroes did.
Rosenberg makes a case with each of his legendary cycles, showing
that the stories survived because they teach survival values. The moun-
tain men were tough, resourceful, and knew the land and its ways. The
prospectors were energetic gamblers searching for America's "inex-
haustible" wealth. The pioneers of the Overland Trail and the Mormon
handcart settlers overcame every kind of hardship and survived to create
a new place in the western wild. Rosenberg tells the ringing deeds of
the Pony Express riders and steamboat captains and trail drivers, and
we are proud that these old souls are a part of our historical ancestry.
Rosenberg concludes with the legend of the Pacing White Stallion,
made famous by the stories by Walter Prescott Webb and Frank Dobie.
This story, as romantic and as unrealistic as it is in some of its mani-
festations, is one of western America's most significant legends. Its
central character is the magnificent white horse but its central theme-
American? western? universal? - is man's romantic yearning for
unfettered freedom and independence, for being alone and untrammeled
by social confusions and inconveniences, of reverting to a state of nature,
in the wild.
Bruce Rosenberg deals with the codes and slOries of the west but
he places them in a large picture, the history and legends of western
civilization. Sometimes he bogs the reader down in illustration and in
folkloric allusion. Sometimes he is wordy and we get the feeling that
he is going to belabor the obvious. But most of the time we are im-
pressed by his knowledge and the framework of his studies, and we
are enlightened with new heroes and new ways to look at them. Add
to this that he writes in a literate and readable style and you have a
book worth keeping.
Singing Cowboys and Ail That Jazz. By William B. Savage, Jr. (Univ.
of Oklahoma Press; 1005 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019), 1978.
Illustrations, Index. P. 185. $14.95.
Women in Oklahoma: A Century of Change. Edited by Melvena Thur-
man. (Oklahoma Historical Society, Historical Bldg., Oklahoma
City, OK 73105), 1982. Photographs, Endnotes, Index. P.214.
$13.95 clothbound; $8.95 paperbound.
For a state with a comparatively short history, Oklahoma offers a
surprisingly fruitful field for research hy historians, hath amateur and
professional. Although much of the research in Oklahoma history has
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to examine Oklahoma's seventy-five years of statehood. However, the
new emphasis on twentieth-century history has not eroded the popularity
of pre-statehood studies. New works proliferate in all areas of Okla-
homa history. Two of the newer works, examples of both the old and
the new styles, are Singing Cowboys and All That Jazz and Women in
Oklahoma.
In Singing Cowboys, William Savage surveys the diverse types of
popular music which have come and gone through the years. He quickly
scans Oklahoma's position as a musical crossroads, explores the state's
contributions to jazz, country, rock, and other musical forms, and pro-
vides sketches of important groups and performers. Featured are artists
such as the Oklahoma City Blue Devils, Count Basie, Woody Guthrie,
and Bob Wills. Also included are popular composers Hoyt Axton,
Jimmy Webb, and Roger Miller. The thesis of the work is simply that
Oklahomans have made major contributions to American popular
music, and Savage defends his position ably.
Women in Oklahoma is a collection, and as such it complies with
the general rule regarding collections: it is inconsistent. Topics include
woman's suffrage, women of the Osage, missionaries, black women in
politics, and others. Length ranges from eleven to forty-five pages.
Although the unifying theme is supposed to be "a century of change,"
the authors tend to concentrate on the territorial era and make only a
token gesture toward treatment of statehood days. For instance, the
essay on Osage women becomes excessively succinct in its coverage of
the period after the 1920s. The essay on black women in politics deals
solely with the years immediately after statehood and the years after
the civil rights revolution. It ignores the intervening half century. The
title of the book is misleading.
Neither of the works is destined for immortality. However, each
has sufficient merit to justify the price.
J. Herschel Barnhill
Oklahoma Department of Libraries
The Ballad at America. The History of the United States in Song and
Story. By John Anthony Scott. (Southern I1linois Univ. Press,
P.O. Box 4697, Carbondale, IL 62901), 1982. I1lustrations,
Index. P. 464. $12.95.
The Ballad of America: The History of the United States In Song
and Story by John Anthony Scott is generally a well done, concise, and
interesting collection of Popular Music from the colonial period through
the middle twentieth century. Scott has chosen a chronological approach
for organizing the music which groups various songs under specific
periods. A brief introductory chapter outlining the historical setting
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prefaces each of these periods. Individual sections for the music of
immigrants, slaves, and the working classes are included. The music
itself is clearly printed and is presented in simple keys and ranges well
within the abilities of most singers and other musicians. In addition,
the majority of songs contain facile chord changes suitable for guitar or
piano. Besides an extensive bibliography, the text contains a recording
list complete with performers, title, and phonograph information.
Although the last chapter, "Since The War" (containing only six songs),
does not match the depth of previous sections, the work as a whole is
worthy of commendation. In conclusion, by combining many "old
favorites" with others too long forgotten, the author has created a unique
collection which traces popular music and the people who sang it
through the different eras of our national experience.
Charles G. Davis
Georgetown, Texas
Y'AII Come-Country Music: lack's Branch To Nashville. By Arleigh
Duff. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23066, Austin, TX 78735), 1983.
Index. P. 194. $9.95.
Singer, songwriter, and disc-jockey Arleigh Duff sketches his life
and times in this engaging autobiography, a folksy self-portrait replete
with much humor and some pathos. From the Big Thicket culture of
his boyhood came Duff's inspiration for the enduring country music
classic, "Y'All Come." A few memorable years as a touring recording
artist foHowed this hit, but the joys and trials of raising a large family
pushed music into the background for him. Unfortunately, Duff merely
whets the reader's appetite for more information about such subjects
as Jack Starnes and Starday Records, the important Ozark Jubilee show,
and his own later recording career. Some proper names are misspelled,
and there are minor factual gaffs in several of Duff's asides. But beyond
these peccadilloes, this is a useful recollection of pre-World War II East





Over the last two decades a virtual stream of print has poured
down on the Big Thicket of Southeast Texas. Besides Sunday Supple-
ment articles and political tracts, there have been books on almost every
The Big Thicket of Texas. America's Ecological Wonder. By Howard
Peacock. (Little, Brown & Co., 34 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
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conceivable aspect of the once mighty wilderness. Bibliophiles can thus
meditate at length On Big Thicket ecology, bibliography, botany, out-
laws, politics, conservation, oral history, folklore, watercolor representa-
tion, and much more. What can Howard Peacock's book do that
previous books have not? The answer is that it covers the entire subject
with brevity and greater charm than all the other books on the subject
put together.
Peacock's approach is broadly historical. Beginning with a discus-
sion of where and what the Big Thicket is, he explains the region's
geology and ecology, its early Indian inhabitants, the arrival of the
pioneers, the growth and overgrowth of its lumber industry, the oilfield
boom of the early twentieth century and, finally, the conservationists
struggle which resulted in the creation of the Big Thicket Preserve
(1974). The style is conversational, and the details are well chosen and
convey an accurate, personal picture, The reader feels as if he or she
has been taken on a long woodland walk on a pleasant autumn after-
noon. The author's photographs and the high quality of print and paper
make this a natural candidate for the coffee table. But it could also
serve as a course or supplementary reading text.
Pete A. Y. Gunter
North Texas State University
Sunbelt Cities. Politics and Growth Since WOrld War II. Edited by
Richard M. Bernard and Bradley R. Rice. (University of Texas
Press, P. O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78712), 1983. P.346. $9.95 ;
Paperback; $25.00 Hardback.
Sunbelt Cities is a collection of historical essays describing post-
World War II growth and politics in twelve Sunbelt (that portion of the
United States below the thirty-seventh parallel) metropolitan areas
chosen for study on the basis of size, regional importance, and historical
significance-Albuquerque, Atlanta, Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston, Los
Angeles, Miami, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Phoenix, San Antonio,
San Diego, and Tampa.
Each well-written essay analyzes the growth patterns and traces
the political changes that have occurred in a particular city, and as a
result, the book provides excellent background reading for students and
scholars. Because of the influences of the federal government, economic
forces, and community elites in these cities, the work should be of
interest to social scientists, and not just historians. The individual
essays are noteworthy; of greater significance is what the book says
about the Sunbelt in general.
Ronald G. Claunch
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Texas Christian University Professor Emeritus Troy C. Crenshaw
has compiled a narrative of reminiscences, nostalgia, autobiography and
Texas Blackland Heritage. By Troy C. Crenshaw. (Texian Press, P.O.
Box 1684, Waco, TX 76703), 1983. Illustrations, Photographs.
P. 119.
The Depression in Texas: The Hoover Years. By Donald W. Whisen-
hunt. (Garland Publishing Co., 136 Madison Ave., New York, NY
10016), 1983. Bibliography, Index. P.249. $27.00.
Probably no event in twentieth-century history has had a greater
impact on Texas and its citizens than has the Great Depression. The
amazing thing is that so little has been written on the topic, especially
in the period prior to the New Deal. Fortunately this book, which
focuses on the years 1929~1933, is a major step in filling that historical
void. Whisenhunt has produced a well-organized, well-researched work
on how Texans reacted to the intense economic upheaval of the 1920s
and 1930s.
In spite of the racial, religious, and economic diversity of Texans,
they tended to look at the Depression in similar terms because they
shared the fact that their thought was keenly influenced by the frontier
experience, the agrarian myth, the fundamentalist mind, and belief in
the conspiracy theory of history. Whisenhunt does an excellent job of
showing how those forces influenced attitudes on such things as the
stock market crash, the deepening depression, acceptance of the dire
situation, and the search for a villain. The extent of the economic chaos
is made clear by the fact that virtually all the state's citizens felt the
impact of hard times in some way.
This book handles a number of topics in a most intriguing fashion.
There is an excellent and very convincing account of why Texans were
extremely slow to admit that hard times were upon them. In dealing
with transients, one sees an aspect of the Depression that has been
virtually ignored or forgotten in spite of the magnitude of the problem.
Several chapters On the problem of the farmer and the search for relief
reveal that Texans did not just try and wait out the crisis but actively
sought a way out of their dilemma. The book closes with a very thought
provoking examination of the "pragmatic" radicalism of Texans during
that period of economic crisis.
Because of the size and diversity of Texas a state-wide study of
any topic, but especial1y the Depression, is most difficult, but Whisen-
hunt has done an excellent job of providing a book of value to the
scholar and of interest to the layman.
Keith D. McFarland
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history which, while highly personal, has broad interest to Texans raised
in the style of the early twentieth-century blacklands. The blacklands
are rather narrowly defined as the rich black clay prairies beginning
south of the Red River, between Red River and Grayson counties, and
looping gently westward to trail off southeast of San Antonio. These
are farmlands, a region of historically small but reasonably prosperous
family farms.
The author has captured what he remembers as the essence of
life's experiences between roughly 1900 and 1926, when the small towns
emerged into small cities, or disappeared, horses gave way to horseless
carriages, and labor was hard and life both bitter and sweet, and some-
how, perhaps richer and more fulfilling than the sugar-coated, media-
event that sometimes reflects a more contemporary lifestyle.
Pieces of history intrude on the chronicles of a family growing up
and dispersing over several generations. Indians, race relations, auto~
mobiles, teachers, circuses, Confederate veterans, movies, and world
war impact strongly on the author's consciousness in these years.
Irrespective of one's affiliation with the blacklands, the book's appeal
rests largely on the recall of what life was, or must have been like for




Old Homes of Houston County. By Publications Development Com-
pany. (Publications Development Co. of Texas, P.O. Box 1075,
Crockett, TX 75835), 1983. Glossary, Index, Photographs. P.
214. $35.00.
This pictorial publication is a popular "coffee-table book" locally
and in far places where the residents have their roots in Houston County.
Photographs and stories were submitted by interested people in the
community.
The builders of most of the houses were the owners themselves
since architects were rare. The typical early style house had a central
dog-trot or open hallway with identical rooms on either side. It was
often called "East Texas Country." Two other styles appear-the Greek
Revival and Victorian. Yet there are few examples of "pure" archi-
tectural style since features meeting individual needs were employed.
A number of the homes included in the book have been awarded
historic medallions or markers. Tourists may enjoy two of these in
the downtown area of Crockett, the Downes-Aldrich House, built in
1891-93, an outstanding example of Eastlake Victorian, and the Mon-
roe-Crook House, built in 1854 and recognized as one of the finest
early Greek Revival houses in Texas.





Personal accounts, scattered throughout the book's pages, give
insight into family life and the economy of the time. A surprise ending
is two pages on privies-"a necessity before plumbing."
A four-page glossary is a real help in explaining construction and
decorative terms, furniture, and equipment mentioned.




Crockett Newspapers 1853-1896. By Bebe Beasley Ulrich. (Publica-
tions Development Co. of Texas, P.O. Box 1075, Crockett, TX
75835), 1984. Illustrations, Index. P. 263. $30.00.
This excellent volume has already been tbe source of historical
and genealogical documentation for many of its readers. It also serves
as a replacement for the nonexistent 1890 census.
Because there were three court house fires in Houston County, the
author purposely included land transactions and court proceedings. It
was also her intent to reveal the everyday way of life of the settlement.
Some could not cope with reality in that day. A tragic account describes
the victim of disappointed love, a twenty-two year old man who swal-
lowed two bottles of morphine because the object of his affection refused
to marry him. The letter he left to be read to the congregation at Shiloh
Church, east of Grapeland, is given in its entirety.
Of special interest to journalists is the sharp contrast between the
style of that day and this. For example: "Mrs. Smith, "fourth wife" of
Mr. Smith died on Monday last" (Feb. 1852), and a couple is named
who married in a buggy on the public highway. "An irate father in the
case made this kind of ceremony necessary" (January 1986).
Items excerpted from five Crockett papers make interesting reading
even for those without personal ties to the people.
Grapeland, Texas
Ava Bush
Historic Harrison County as Preserved Through Official Texas Histori-
cal Markers. By Carol Morris Little (privately printed), 1984.
Photographs, Notes, Jndex. P. 227. $20.00.
Only six months after publication of another exemplary work,
Marshall and Harrison County are again in the book trade limelight
with another look at their historical heritage.
The first, of course, was Randolph Campbell's critically acclaimed
A Southern Community in Crisis: Harrison County, Texas, 1850-1880,
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which appeared to generous praise from Dr. Bernard A. Weisberger
and other historians of national stature.
In this, Carol Little has brought together in one volume of text and
photographs the story behind every official marker in Harrison County.
Included are twenty-six structures designated by the Texas Historical
Commission as Texas landmarks, aiong with fifty-four others commemo-
rating individuals and events in the county's rich past.
This labor of love should serve as a model for every county in
Texas. The book was produced privately in a numbered edition limited
to 500 copies, of which roughly half had been sold within the first month
of release.
Its appeai is to resident and visitor alike. True, the state now
requires an interpretive plate on all landmark medallions, enough to
satisfy the casual tourist. Those more seriously interested always have
access to the official files in the commission offices in Austin.
But Mrs. Little has produced far more than a chamber of com-
merce handout or a bureaucratic file. Using a broad range of primary
sources from port documents in Philadelphia and Galveston (in the case
of immigrants) to nineteenth-century records in a New Orleans orphan-
age, she has supplemented !be official records in Austin with solid
historical research.
In recording the story of Harrison County's markers, Mrs. Little in
actuality has written a history of the county from a naval point of view.
She records family genealogies as they relate to property ownership,
describes the influences which governed construction styles and mater-
ials, and narrates, in fact, a "biography" of each featured structure.
These range from an 1850s cottage to three-story mansions.
Of particular value are the photographs provided by her husband,
Robert Little. With an eye for detailing, he has supplied a number of
photographs of trim and other features often not found in "house"
photography. Mrs. Little also used early photographs made available
by family members to go along with her husband's modern impressions.
Max S. Lale
Marshall, Texas
Jefferson and Southwestern Exploration, The Freeman and Custis
A ccounts of the Red River Expedition of 1806. By Dan L. Flores.
(Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019),
1984. Photographs, Maps, Bibliography, Index. P. 386. $48.50.
On July 29, 1806 along the Red River at what are now known as
the Spanish Bluffs in Bowie County, Captain Don Francisco Vianna
and his Spanish troops confronted and turned back an expedition com-
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missioned by President Thomas Jefferson to probe the southwestern
lands of the Louisiana Purchase.
Until now the journal accounts filed with Congress by Thomas
Freeman, a surveyor and astronomer, and by Peter Custis, the first
American-trained naturalist to work west of the Mississippi, have
received little attention for the "failed" expedition.
Dan L. Flores places the accounts of the Red River venture in the
full context of Jefferson's desire to gain information about the recently
purchased territory and to clarify its boundaries. In his introduction
and epilogue, Flores links the enterprise to a plan by Aaron Burr and
Gen. James Wilkinson to wrest Texas and Mexico from Spanish control.
The intriguing notion developed by Flores that Jefferson's interest
in the Southwest was part of an imperialistic scheme somewhat over-
shadows the revelations of the reports of Freeman and Custis on the
landscape and Indian tribes encountered along Red River. Flores'
careful footnoting clarifies the diaries and corrects misidentifications of
the explorers. Mature research, articulate reporting, and outstanding
photographs give valuable insights into an early expedition which ended
abruptly in the northeastern corner of Texas.
Fred Tarpley
East Texas State University
lefferson: Riverport to the Southwest. By Fred Tarpley. (Eakin Press,
Austin, in cooperation with The Jefferson Carnegie Library), 1983.
Notes, llIustrations, Index, Maps. P. viii, 392. $24.95.
Perhaps the best way to review lefferson: Riverport to the South-
west is to report that Fred Tarpley is still welcome in Jefferson, Texas.
Commissioned to research and write the book, the East Texas State
University professor has managed as a by-product of diligent investiga-
tion to blow some of the charming little town's most cherished folk tales.
Happily, enough of the tales stand up under his scrutiny to save
his place at the table. Jefferson is one of the older communities in
Texas. By virtue of its geographical location, it was an important influ-
ence on nineteenth-century history. Its gracious homes and attractive
commercial buildings, many lovingly restored, are a tourist magnet.
But ... Jay Gould never hurled anathema on the place because,
beholden to river transportation, Je!ferson refused him the subsidy he
sought as a boon to his railroad. His alleged signature and "jaybird"
coliphon in the Excelsior Hotel register are fraudulent. His railroad did,
in fact, serve the city with a connection to Marshall, and on a subsequent
visit Gould was received cordially.
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Take the matter of population. In 1946, when I joined the editorial
staff of the Marshall News Messenger, published only 15 miles distant,
I was informed most solemnly that at its zenith Jefferson boasted 30,000
inhabitants. Tarpley estimates 8,000 at most. Left unexplained by local
boosters all these years is how the federal census figures could have
been so wrong.
Misreading references to an earlier Jefferson postoffice, this one in
southeast Texas, residents of the Marion County capital long claimed
a founding in the 1830s, when in fact the town dates from the 1840s.
Yet these are cavils, which with some embarrassment I must con-
fess. I failed too many decades ago in writing about Jefferson myself to
check the facts, as Tarpley now his done.
Too many of the cherished tales are true to make any difference
now: how Robert Potter was gunned down in the waters of Caddo Lake
during the Regulator-Moderator War, how the notorious Diamond
Bessie was murdered during a "picnic" across Cypress Bayou, how
elimination of the Red River raft downstream brought a precipitous
end to river transportation, which the work was supposed to enhance.
Despite its many adversities, Jefferson was able to survive its
decline from a stellar place in the Texas heavens largely because it was
relegated to backwater stagnation, thus preserving what so many visitors
now find nostalgic and significant.
Thanks to Tarpley, Jefferson's place should be secure at last. His
is an admirable piece of local historiography, and the Jefferson Carnegie




The Biographer's Gift: Life Histories and Humanism. Edited by James
F. Veninga. (Texas A&M Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX
77843), 1984. Bibliography, List of Contributors, Index. P. 129.
In March, 1982, the Texas Committee for the Humanities spon-
sored a lecture series in conjunction with the National Endowment for
the Humanities. To provide the keynote address the Committee invited
Frank E. Vandiver, an eminent historian and biographer who is also
president of Texas A&M University. In response, biographers Robert
H. Abzug, Stephen B. Oates, Ronald Steele, and Jean Strouse reflected
on Vandiver's paper, "Biography as an Agent of Humanism." This
book is the result of their labors.
In his essay Vandiver has investigated all facets of biography. In
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comparing "biographers with portraitists" (p. 3), he has discussed the
ingredients in, the tools necessary for, and techniques required for a
successful canvas. He also warns scholars as to the pitfalls which have
beset writers and which distinguish a good work. But above all Vandiver
emphasizes that the "biographer's goal is to evoke from the past the
essence of a subject, the character that quickened blood and bone;"
consequently the "fundamental obligation is to understand-understand
in all dimensions of the word" (p. 19).
In their responses to Vandiver the four biographers were favorably
impressed and therefore pursued a personal tact. Robert Abzug, who
wrote on Theodore Dwight Weld, emphasized the necessity of a good
beginning because "in those first pages ... the biographer either cap-
tures or loses the reader depending upon the chemistry of that pre-
figuration" (p. 22). Ronald Steele, who received the Bancroft Prize in
American History for Walter Lippman and the American Century, pro-
posed that "biography is a creative work, an amalgam of the life of the
subject and the mind of the biographer" (p. 27). Stephen Oates, whose
works on Abraham Lincoln, John Brown, Nat Turner, and Martin
Luther King, Jr., are well known, stated that the "best biography ...
remains a story-telling art whose mission ... is to elicit from the
coldness of fact 'the warmth of a life being lived' " (p. 20). And Jean
Strouse, from her study of Alice J ames, "found psychoanalytic theory"
to be "useful" as well as "a number of other fields" (p. 40).
Together with excellent essays by Steven Weiland, the executive
director of the National Federation of State Humanities Councils, and
James F. Veninga, the executive director of the Texas Committee for
the Humanities, these scholars have fashioned an excellent monograph.
The essays are well-written, the subject matter is analytical, and the
presentation is thought-provoking, For writers and those who appreciate
history The Biographers Gift is appropriately named.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
Mr. Claude. By Ada Morehead Holland. (Texas A&M University
Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1984. Photographs,
Bibliography. P. 146. $12.50.
at many mills in Texas
380...11]3
Claude Barr Kennedy (1869-1963) was an East Texas lumber
worker whose career spanned the bonanza era of the Texas lumber
industry. In tracing his labors and wanderings Ada Morehead Holland
has sketched a stark and compelling description of life in Piney Woods
sawmill towns in the early twentieth century.
Kennedy held a variety of jobs, worked
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and Louisiana, and lived in a succession of company houses, many little
better than shacks. His wife, Liddie Evans, gave birth to thirteen
children, half of whom died in infancy or childhood. Without running
water or electricity during most of her days, Liddie endured a hard life
made more difficult by Claude's habit of leaving a job at every setback
or altercation. The children attended school only irregularly and most
went to work at an early age. One son, Fred Wallace, worked at saw-
mills, operated a farm, and later was employed by the United States
Forest Service. Fred and his wife Effie also provided a home for Claude
Kennedy during the last thirty years of his life.
In many respects Claude Barr Kennedy was atypical. Though a
capable mechanic and engineer, he never put down roots nor rose to
even minor management level in the industry. In this study of Mr.
Claude, Ada Holland has given the reader a perceptive and informative
picture of an interesting and independent man.
Robert S. Maxwell
Nacogdoches, Texas
Monte Cassino. By David Hapgood and David Richardson. (Congdon
& Weed, Inc., 298 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10001), 1984.
Photographs, Maps, Notes and Sources, Bibliography, Index.
P. 269. $17.95 Cloth.
The destruction of the Benedictine Abbey of Monte Cassino in
central Italy became one of the most controversial acts of World War
II. On February 15, 1944, the American 15th Air Force destroyed this
ancient religious house perched on a mountain overlooking the entrance
to the Uri Valley-gateway to Rome. Hapgood and Richardson have
produced a serious account of why it happened based on German,
Italian, and Allied sources uncovered since the war.
The month previous, Texas' 36th Infantry Division had attempted
to force entrance to the Liri and was badly mauled. In February, the
36th's remnants-transferred to the mountains on the Allied right flank
-watched as several hundred bombers reduced Monte Cassino to
rubble.
German authorities had given assurance that Monte Cassino would
not be used as an observation point or artillery emplacement. Hapgood
demonstrates conclusively that the kept their word. The Allies, how-
ever, due to the unusual political power of a New Zealand general who
threatened to withdraw his forces from the European Theatre if the
Abbey were not destroyed, caved in and bombed it.
Generals Sir Harold Alexander and Mark W. Clark bear the
greatest onus for this blunder because not only had the Abbey not been
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used for military purposes up to that time, but the Germans were able
to fight better from the ruins than if the building had been allowed to
stand. Major General Fred L. Walker, the 36th Division Commander,
along with other military authorities, told Clark as much, and proof was
evident when the Abbey did not fall until the following May because
of a great flanking movement.
The Nazi Government gained an extraordinary propaganda victory
from Allied intransigence, not only by opposing the bombing but also
by removing the bulk of the art treasures contained inside the Benedic-
tine Mother House. The account of this coup alone is worth the reader's
purchase.
David Hapgood, the principal author of The Murder of Napoleon,
and a former editor of Focus as well as writer and editor for The New
York Times, is to be commended for thorough research and first-rate
use of the language in his latest work, Monte Cassino, an absorbing and
melancholy facet of World War II.
Robert L. Wagner
Austin, Texas




America '5 EcoloHical Wonder
HOWARD PEACOCK
FOREWORD BY FRANCIS EDW'ARD
ABERNETHY




"PeacockS intimate knowledgi:' ofthi:' Thicket and his respect for its rari:'
beauty make him a persuasive spokesman. ... The book presents an
exceptionally readable portrait ofa little-known national treasure. .,
- ALA Booklist
(starred review)
"What can Howard Peacock sbook do that previous books have not? The
answer is that it covers the entire subject with brevity andweater chann
than all the other books on the subject put together. "
-PeteA. Y.Gunter,
East Texas Historical Journal
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